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Selectmen's Report
The growth and its associated benefits and problems ex-
perienced in recent years continued unabated through 1966.
The new homes, additions to structures and industrial expan-
sion raised our total valuation to $12,801,597. However, this
increase was not enough to ofi^set our increased appropriations
so the tax rate increased from $6.90 to $7.20 per hundred.
Increasing costs and expanding services will require larger
appropriations that will increase the tax burden and we are
concerned with the possibility of needing an overall increase
in assessments to maintain a favorable tax rate in the future.
Mr. Richard Currier, a graduate engineer and U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers veteran of Viet Nam was appointed Public
Works Superintendent on March 1st, 1966. It is the opinion of
the Board that he has performed his duties well. His Public
Works' report summarizes his activities, includes financial state-
ments and presents recommendations concerning his depart-
ments.
The consolidation of the Town offices, authorized at the last
annual Town meeting, is still under way. New payroll pro-
cedures are scheduled to begin on January 1, 1967 and the
physical consolidation awaits the necessary remodeling. Plans
and specifications for the new District Court and the combined
Public Works' and Selectmen's offices have been completed and
will soon be out for bid. The Police Station has been moved
to the ground floor of the Town Hall building into quarters
renovated by Public Works. This gives more room to the
Police Department and proposed combination of offices.
We expect increased budget proposals and appropriation
requests to properly maintain our physical assets and established
services, and greater increases to finance the demands of ex-
panding services and warrant articles asking for funds to ac-
complish improvements. Therefore, we urge you to attend the
annual meeting and help establish the operating budget for
the coming year.
The Board has continued the established policy of trying
to administer its affairs in the best interest of the Town. Other
Town officials, employees, committee members and citizens
have also functioned in this principle and we sincerely thank
them for their service and cooperation. They have made a real
contribution in maintaining and improving our mutual goal of
making Milford a good town.
SALVATORE P. GRASSO, Chairman
CHARLES F. SULLIVAN, JR.
JOSEPH M. SILVA
Summary of Tax Rate — 1965-1966
1965 1966
Total Valuations $12,304,243.00 $12,801,597.00
Veterans' Exemptions 457,317.00 469,047.00
Total Taxable Valuation 11,846,926.00 12,332,550.00
Total Appropriations 902,935.45 1,012,287.33
Revenue 81,704.30 124,343.73
Total Amount to be Raised —
Property Taxes 817,437.89 887,929.18
Amount to be Raised —
A. Town Meeting 265,650.81 225,030.10
B. School Meeting 551,787.08 662,899.08
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WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Milford in the County of
Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Milford Area Junior Senior
School Auditorium in said Milford on Tuesday, the fourteenth
day of March, next at two of the clock in the afternoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
(POLLS NOT TO CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P. M.)
1. To choose all necessary Town Ofiicers for the year en-
suing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions of the same.
3. To act upon the reports of all Town Officers, Agents
and Committees and raise and appropriate money relative there-
to.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of Taxes, if necessary, as pro-
vided by the law of 1907.
5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate to be used with income, if any, for the election
and registration expenses, district court expenses, Public Works
administration, town hall and other buildings, town office ex-
pense, town officers' salaries, civil defense, fire department,
hydrant rental, police department, communications center,
garbage collection, health department, sewer maintenance, town
dump, vital statistics, highway maintenance, oiling, snow re-
moval, street lighting, town road aid, Wadleigh Memorial Li-
brary, old age assistance, town poor, Memorial Day, parks and
playgrounds, cemeteries, information booth, damages and legal
expense, employees' retirement, employees' social security, in-
surance, police pension, interest on long tenn notes, interest on
temporary loans, sewer correction, sidewalk construction, long
term notes and county taxes.
WARRANT
6. Shall the Provision of Chapter 287 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated relative to playing games of Beano be adopt-
ed in the Towoi.
7. Shall the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board be adopted for this Town.
8. To see if the Town will vote to accept the plan for Em-
erson Park and authorize the Emerson Land Committee to ac-
cept funds on behalf of the Town to implement this plan.
9. To see if the Town of Milford will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of six hundred dollars ($600.00) to replace
the tires on the aerial ladder truck. (Board of Firewards)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2000.00 for two granite posts, with suitable letter-
ing, to be set at the entrance to the Keyes Memorial Field.
(Parks and Playgrounds Advisory Committee)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2000.00 for the purchase of a 9-ton capacity trailer.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6500.00 for the purpose of replacing the existing
stone bridge on Purgatory Road with twin steel pipe arch cul-
v^erts.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4878.00 to replace the 1961 Chevrolet 6300 dump
truck with a 1967 dump truck.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4000.00 for the purpose of constructing additional
concrete aprons around the Keyes Memorial Pool.
15. To see if the Tov^m will vote to raise and appropriate




16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expendi-
ture of $5200.00 from the Parking Meter Fund for the purpose
of replacing the present parking meters in the vicinity of Union
Square and adjacent streets with new meters.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4630.00 as the Town's share of Town Road Aid —
Apportionment B for the year 1965.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the ex-
penditure of $4630.00 from the Parking Meter Fund for Town
Road Aid, Apportionment B, this sum to be equally matched
with State funds, for drainage and street improvements on
Union Street.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00, over the next two year period, $7500.00
in 1967 and $7500.00 in 1968, for the purpose of compiling an
up-to-date and complete property map of the Town of Milford
to be used for taxation purposes.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to file in behalf of the Town an application (in form and
manner required by the United States and in conformity with
P. L. 560, 83rd Congress) and do whatever else may be re-
quired for an advance, in the amount of $20,000.00, to be
made by the United States to the Town of Milford to aid in
defraying the cost of preliminary report and plan preparation
for sewerage and sewage treatment facilities for the Town of
Milford, and, further, to see if the Town will make the neces-
sary arrangements to provide such additional funds as may be
required to defray the cost of preparation of the report and
plans.
21. To see if the Town will vote to have the moderator
appoint a committee of five, one to be the Superintendent of
Public Works, to interview engineers and recommend to the
Selectmen their selection of the engineer for the preliminary




22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7000.00 for the purpose of completing the remodel-
ing of the Town Hall offices.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1200.00 for the purchase of a one man operated
radar unit. (By Petition)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3000.00 for the purpose of having a preliminary
investigation and report prepared on the problem of solid waste
disposal by incineration for the Milford Region by Rollins,
King & McKone, Inc., Consulting Engineers of Manchester,
N. IL, who have been assisting and advising the Town Dump
Committee. This expenditure by the Town would be reduced
by any amount of assistance available under existing federal
Grants-in-Aid provisions and the study would be completed
under the direction of the Town Dump Committee. (Dump
Committee.
)
25. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
make application for any federal funds available under the
Solid Waste Disposal Act — (public law 89-272) or any other
pertinent Act., for the implementation of the study and report
referred to in Article 1. (Dump Committee)
26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to file in behalf of the Town an application (in form and
manner required by the United States and in conformity
with P. L. 560, 83rd Congress) and do whatever else may be
required for an advance, in the amount of $3000.00, to be
made bv the United States to the Town of Milford to aid in
defraying the cost of preliminary report on the problem of
solid waste disposal by incineration for the Town Region and,
further, to see if the Town will make the necessary arrange-
ments to provide such additional funds as may be required to
defray the cost of preparation of the report and plans.
(Dump Committee)
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1500.00 to administer the zoning ordinances, if
passed, and the existing building and subdivision ordinances.
10
WARRANT
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1900.00 for the purpose of having a professional
electrical engineer survey and prepare construction documents
for the electrical wiring in the Town Hall building to make it
conform with the requirements of the National Electric Code
and the present use of the building.
29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize voting at
elections by voting machines in accordance with statutory
requirements and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1250.00
for the rental of six machines for one year.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1426.08 (six cents per thousand dollars of equalized
valuation of the Town) to the Monadnock Region Association
of southwestern New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of
printed matter, newspaper and magazine advertising, and by
other means calling attention to the resources and natural
advantages of the Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-
seven Towns of the Monadnock Region.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 for the purchase of A B C Realty
Company land for the development of a gravel-packed well to
augment the water supply.
32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen
to rent the Town Hall auditorium, stage, and cloak rooms to the
Kenmore Stamp Company for a ten year period, with a lease
renewable annually, at a rental rate of $4000.00 per year.
33. To see if the Town will vote to amend the building
ordinances to read: All subsurface sewage disposal systems for
any new building, or any new installation on any existing
building shall comply with the regulations of the New Hamp-
shire Water Pollution Commission as set forth in the latest




34. To see if the Town will vote to have the moderator
appoint a committee of five, one to be the Superintendent of
Public Works, for the purpose of studying and evaluating the
utilization, condition, future space requirements, locations and
other relative aspects of the Town Buildings, and to report their
findings to the Board of Selectmen no later than December 1,
1967.
35. To see if the Town will vote to have the moderator
appoint a committee of five to bring to the next Town Meeting
a recommendation for bringing the Town History up to date.
36. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 27th day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and sixty-seven.
S. P. GRASSO,
G. F. SULLIVAN, JR.,
JOSEPH M. SILVA,
Selectmen of Milford
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
S. P. GRASSO,






estimated and actual in 1966 and
estimated for 1967 . . .
EXPENDITURES - estimated and actual for 1966 and proposed
for 1967 (next page)
(more detailed reports of income and expenses
will be found in the Financial Accounts, start-
ing on Page 77)
SOURCES OF
REVENUE
(Other than shown witli Approp.)
From State:
Interest and dividend tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Business licenses and permits
Dog licenses
Interest received on taxes
Motor Vehicle permits & fees
Municipal Court
Sale of Town Property
Water Department:
A. Interest on notes
B. Principal on notes
From Local Taxes Other
Than Property:
Poll taxes - reg. $2
National bank stock taxes
Cash:
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In hands of treasurer
Unredeemed Taxes:
(b) Levy of 1965
(c) Levy of 1964
(d) Previous Years
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1966
(b) Levy of 1965
(c) Levy of 1964
(d) Previous Years
(e) State Head Taxes — Levy of 1966
(f
)
State Head Taxes — Previous Years
Total Assets















Net Debt - Surplus, December 31, 1965 $132,394 98
Net Debt - December 31, 1966 80,447 07




Accounts Owed by the Town:
Town Dam Construction $12,032 66
District Court ' 4,850 00
Town Office Alteration 1,000 00
Office Consolidation 1,000 00
Planning Board 39 17
Parking Meter Reserve Fund 7,958 07
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes - 1966
(Uncollected $3660) (Collected-not remitted
to State Treas. $600) 4,260 00
Due to School Districts: Balance of School Tax 332,899 08
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Fire Truck 2V2% 1965-67 2,500 00
Dam Project 31/2% 1967-70 20,000 00
Keyes Memorial Swimming Pool 3% 1965-75 50,000 00
Water Department 21/2% 1963-71 28,500 00
Water Department 2.75% 1966-68 8,000 00
Bonds Outstanding:
Water Extension 3.8% 1959-75 90,000 00
Total Liabilities $563,038 98
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W^hat the Toivns Worth
Land and Buildings $8,573,470
Factory Buildings and Land 677,000
Factory Machinery 805,280
Electric Plants 381,400
House Trailers (121) 199,696
Stock in Trade of Merchants 1,015,768
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers 585,284
Boats (39) 10,523
Dairy Cows (536) 38,320
Other Cattle (Neat) (2) 160
Poultry (10,315) 1,850
Chinchillas (10) 96
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 15,373
Portable Mills 200
Road Building and Construction Machinery 27,730
Wood, Lumber 400
$12,332,550
Soldiers' Exemptions, Blind Exemptions, and
Neat Stock Exemptions, and Poultry Ex-
emptions (already subtracted from above)
Poll Taxes (2356 at $2.00)
$ 469,047
What the Tonm Owns
Town Hall, land and buildings — Furniture and equipment
Library, land and building — Furniture and equipment
Fire Department — equipment
Highway Department, land and buildings, including garage
equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Water Supply
Schools, land and buildings — equipment
Smalley-Souhegan Co., Cutts Land 1 1/3 acres, Brookline Road
Frank T. Lang, Queen Quarry, Brookline Road, and land on
Brookline Road
1966 Tax Rate—$7.20 per hundred
20
Emerson Land Committee
During the year, the committee has developed plans for
improvement of the Emerson land, which lies between the Post
Office and the river near the stone bridge.
We hope to make a small, attractive park with a stone re-
taining wall at the river, a walkway, a focal point with perhaps
a mill-stone as its center, and suitable landscaping.
We have asked the selectmen to submit a warrant article
to the town meeting giving the committee authority to proceed
with the plan. Funds are to come from contributions of indi-
viduals, organizations and business firms, with the possibility of








The Dump Committee lias met to evaluate the complaints
and problems resulting from the present method of rubbish
disposal at the North River Road site and to investigate various
alternate sites and methods. It is generally agreed that reloca-
tion would be desirable as the present site is relatively close
to the center of town. However, different methods of handling
should be considered so that present conditions would not be
repeated. We feel this possibility should be pursued further in
committee and potential sites should be explored. Pending more
detailed study, we recommend a tighter control and supervision
of general dumping practices at our present facility.
Milford is faced with an ever increasing volume of refuse
which could out-strip our present capacity in just a few short
years if we continue to operate the existing dump as we now do
without future planning. The problem is not unique with us
but is quite prevalent throughout other areas in the East. In-
dustrial growth in our area due to current expansion will create
more commercial rubbish than in the past. In addition, the
inevitable population growth will discard greater quantities of
general rubbish. The Committee realizes this to be our greatest
future problem.
We have sought the advice of a consulting engineering firm
specializing in this field to aid Milford in approaching the prob-
lem in the proper perspective. Controlled incineration seems to
be the best long range method, although admittedly the most
expensive. The process basically utilizes a confined dumping
area, high temperature combustion, and various design stack
devices to filter out contaminants. We feel that additional in-
formation from professionals is required, indicating the need
for detailed investigation.
The recent increase in the national program to abate and
control the excessive pollution of air and streams includes a
new financial aid program for solid waste disposal. Preliminary
information appears to indicate that Milford might well be
22
eligible for such a program. No specific contact has been made
with our neighboring townships, however, it might be most
practical to consider the problem on a regional basis for great-
est benefits. The Committee recommends further study be made
along these lines to determine the best approach for Milford's
future waste disposal methods. It is with this in mind, that we
have requested action on three articles in the current Town
Warrant so that this professional advice can be obtained at a






The Milford Dump Committee
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OUR COVER PICTURE
The subject of our cover picture is the new structure
on West street which used to be known as Milford
High School, and is now officially the Milford Area
School.
A huge new addition was completed during 1966
and occupied last fall. The photo shows some of the
interesting panels on a corner of the new multi-
purpose room, the canopy over the sidewalk and pupils
leaving the building to board a school bus.
The picture was taken by Mrs. Bernice B. Perry.
24^
CENTER OF ACTIVITY at the new Area school in Milford is the
modern and efficient school library, shown here in a photograph by
Mrs. Bernice Perry. The library provides a core of reading and ref-
erence books needed as students are encouraged to explore in depth
























Town Road Aid — A 35




All administrative and clerical tasks for the five major de-
partments and nine activities that comprise Public Works are
handled under this account.
The Public Works office is staffed by the Superintendent,
Secretary-Bookkeeper and part-time clerical help. The office
continues to be the center of activity and information for a
variety of subjects. A continuing and major task is the gather-
ing, compiling and recording of the thousands of pieces of in-
formation that are necessary to effectively carry out the functions
of the Public Works.
All citizens are encouraged to contact this office and discuss
any matters related to PubHc Works. Our goal is to provide
effective and efficient administration to Mifford's major govern-
mental department.
Appropriation $ 5,730 00
Income:
Water Share $6,350 00
Building Peraiits 599 25
6,949 25







Balance, Un-expended $ 9 40
Cemeteries
The Cemetery Department of Public Works has responsibil-
ity for development and maintenance of Mifford's five cemeteries.
29;
Primary effort is directed towards care of the Riverside Ceme-
tery, Milford's major cemetery.
Normal care and maintenance, consisting of mowing, trim-
ming and raking, has been performed this year. Grading and
seeding was done on Perpetual Care lots.
Numerous monuments and markers were reset and straight-
ened. Work is carried out with the thought of providing the
best appearance possible.
In past years, the Cemetery Department has operated with-
out an appropriation from the Town, being supported by income
from the sale of lots, burials and interest from the Perpetual
Care Trust Funds. This past year, income, other than Trust
Fund Interest was considerably lower than in previous years,
resulting in an over-expenditure. It may again be necessary to
require an appropriation to cover expenses.
Proposed projects for future years include construction of
a tool shed for storage of mowing and maintenance equipment,
revision of the cemetery maps, repairs to the receiving tomb
and additional water lines and bituminous surfacing of roads.
Income:
Interest in 1966 $8,231 51
Opening Graves 1,325 00








Equipment Rental 795 00
Materials and Supplies 469 46
Tools and Equipment 104 10
Repairs to Equipment 65 04
Miscellaneous 94 76
Total Expenditures $11,417 92




Cash Balance in Cemetery Book
No. 13084, January 1 $4,676 19 $2,633 77
Income Sale of Lots and Interest 859 29 633 02
Expenditures
:
Cemetery General Account 2,871 71 00
Perpetual Care
Balance on Hand $2,663 77 $3,266 79
1965 1966





Cash on Hand, January $441 38 $459 20
Income and Interest 17 82 18 54
$459 20 $477 74
31
Building Inspection
1966 was a very active year for building and development
in Milford. As with other towns in southern New Hampshire,
Milford will continue to experience active housing and industrial
growth. Because of this growth, no section of public works
responsibility needs revision more than building inspection. In-
spection per se is non-existent, the building code offers only
general guidelines for fire safety and general welfare. The code
contains no provisions for regulating sanitation or construction
methods. As the town experiences more development, an obli-
gation is incurred to protect its citizens and property values by
establishing proper standards and enforcing these standards










This function of PubHc Works encompasses many and varied
activities. Any task, not specifically designated in a separate
appropriation, must be accomplished under the Highway Main-
tenance program.
Activities included in Highway Maintenance are: street clean-
ing, trash removal, patching, maintaining drainage, cleaning
brush, street sweeping, movmig roadsides, repairing bridges,
maintaining miscellaneous towai lands and structures, installing
traffic controls and signs, maintaining equipment and vehicles
and countless minor tasks.
Routine work was accomplished this year. Emphasis was
32
No. Approx. Cost Fee
54 $662,200 00 $399 50
34 95,485 00 87 00
4 4,850 00 6 00
5 231,500 00 99 75
7 40,650 00 7 00
104 $930,335 00 $599 25
83 $531,530 00 $375 00
placed on correcting deferred maintenance, and bringing pro-
grams up to date. The intent has been to improve the general
appearance of the town as a whole, while providing better
service and availability of streets, roads, sidewalks and public
structures.
Greatest need for improvement is found in the areas of drain-
age, street surfaces, sidewalk surfaces, standardization of traffic
signs, street markings and equipment capabilities.
Appropriation $17,000 00
Income:
Gas Refund $ 536 27
Equipment Rental 5,581 54
Miscellaneous 323 26
Total Income 6,441 07
Total Available $23,441 07
Expenditures:
Labor $14,340 34
Gas, Oil, Grease 1,881 80
Tools 80 44
Repairs to Truck 446 81
Repairs to Other Equipment 1,486 78
Bridge Repairs 257 75
Equipment Rentals 163 50
Materials and Other 3,369 06
Miscellaneous 922 39
Total Expenses 22,948 87
Un-expended Balance $ 492 20
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Highway Oiling
The highway oiling program resurfaced approximately five
miles of in-town streets and several rural roads.
Due to a late start in the oiling program, we were forced
to postpone the treatment of several gravel-surfaced roads.
Prime emphasis will be placed on treating the remaining gravel
roads next year to eliminate their expensive maintenance costs.
Extensive repairs will be required on the 10-ton roller before
it can be used during the 1967 season.
Serious thought should be given in the near future to sup-
plementing the asphalt-sand mix resurfacing program with a
thin-lift bituminous concrete mix resurfacing program, especial-
ly as applied to in-town streets. Thin-lift hot-mix competes






Gas, Oil, Lub. and Diesel 423 21
Equipment Rental 50 00
Materials 3,282 32
Miscellaneous (repairs) 147 82
Total Expenditures 6,253 32
Un-expended $3,746 68
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Tonm Road Aid—A Fund
TRA-A funds are utilized for reconstruction of rural town
roads. Funds appropriated by the Town are matched by the
State on a mileage basis.
Funds available this year will be used to finish reconstruc-





Funds raised by the Town for TRA — B are matched by the
State to be used on certain street projects.
This year's project consisted of resurfacing portions of Elm
Street. The work included resetting curbing, reconstructing
sidewalks and several ramps, replacing catchbasin grates and
applying bituminous, leveling and wearing courses. The work
was done by the Lane Construction Company under the direc-
tion of the New Hampshire Department of Public Works and
Highways. Public Works personnel assisted in the reconstruc-





Sorer Maintenance and Correction
A program of sewer maintenance was initiated this year on a
scheduled basis. This program was made possible, due to acqui-
sition of the sewer cleaning machine purchased last March.
Nearly five miles of main sewer were rodded, flushed and cleaned
at substantial savings in labor and time. In addition to the
planned maintenance, numerous emergency calls were answered
to correct blockages in mains and laterals. The department also
handled many stoppages occurring in service lines.
Correction activities consisted primarily of repairing and
raising manholes and repairing broken lines.
With less than one-third of the main sewers receiving main-
tenance last year, an intensification of the program is highly
desirable. Presently, the department is receiving and spending
less than three cents per foot on sewer maintenance; certainly,
no great expenditure to protect a sewer with a replacement value
of from eight to ten dollars per foot.
Appropriation $ 2,200 00
Expenditures:
Labor $1,883 08
Materials and Supplies 239 17
Equipment Rentals 76 01
Total Expenses 2,198 26
Un-expended $ 1 74
Sidewalk Construction
Several projects were accomplished this year under the Side-
walk Appropriation.
In conjunction with the resurfacing of Elm Street, 400 feet
of sidewalk was reconstructed to take advantage of the Asphalt
overlay available as part of the TRA project.
One hundred feet of curb and sidewalk was rebuilt in front
of Garden Street School.
Earmarked funds for the Souhegan Street sidewalk were
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used to set 370 feet of curb and construct a 2-inch asphalt
sidewalk to help correct drainage problems in this area.
As in past years, the Town did construct several driveway
ramps for private exit and entrance to the street. This prac-
tice seriously limits the funds available for sidewalk construction.
In coming years, consideration should be given to increasing
sidewalk funds with the intent of reconstructing heavily used




Materials and Supplies 634 05
Miscellaneous 200 00
Total Expenses 2,420 27
Over-expended $ 920 27
Garbage Collection
Garbage collection is handled by contract between the
PubHc Works and Donald Holt, Amherst, N. H. In April, 1966,
a five-year, $5000.00 per year contract was signed for collection
services. The contracted services include two collections weekly
during the summer months and one collection weekly the rest
of the year. Collection routes have been expanded to include
some of the new residential developments.
Appropriation $4,500 00
Expenses:
Donald Holt 4,125 00
Un-expended Balance $ 375 00
Toivn Dump
The town dump has long been a neglected problem area.
Several programs were instituted this year to correct this situa-
tion. None of these approaches has completely solved the
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problem. A satisfactory solution to disposal of refuse and waste
will be expensive. Reasonable programs can be undertaken to
create a more efficient and workable disposal operation.
Expenses incurred this year in operating the dump and carry-
ing out the improvement programs led to a considerable over-
expenditure. Labor costs were greatly increased, primarily
because the custodian was required full time most of the season
for fire control. This program resulted in only one call for
assistance from the fire department, greatly reduced from previ-
ous years. Additional time was spent by public works personnel
to clean up, fill, grade and maintain the dump correctly. The
tractor-dozer used to push over the dump required expensive
repairs. The dump-use permit program was instituted to control
the use of the dump by persons outside of Milford.
Other improvements will be initiated during the coming
year. Increased cooperation from users of the dump could
reduce operation and maintenance costs.
Appropriation $1,700 00
Income:
Dump Permits 65 00





Miscellaneous (repairs, water, etc.) 616 22
Permit Labels 250 00
Total Expenditures 6,133 03
Over-expended $4,368 03
Information Booth
The InformationBooth was operated this year from July
through September, at its new location on the Oval. Edward
Ruonala and the late Holland Brewster were attendants. The
booth receives and distributes brochures, maps, literature, etc.,
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from the State Department of Resources and Economic De-
velopment, various regional associations and private tourist
enterprises without charge. The booth served 2580 cars, total-
ling 7485 persons, representing 28 states and 3 provinces.
Appropriation $ 300 00
Expenses
:
Attendant's Salary 300 00
Balance 00
Parks and Playgrounds
In past years, Parks and Playgrounds has consisted primarily
of care and maintenance of Shepard Park, the Oval, Keyes Field
and several smaller areas. In 1966, the operation of the Keyes
Memorial Pool and recreation program at Keyes Field became
the responsibility of Public Works. These programs are directed
by a swimming and recreation staflF during the summer. Pubhc
Works' regular personnel perform maintenance and improvement
tasks.
Largest item of maintenance is mowing. The garden tractor
with mowers purchased this year, eases the task considerably.
Continual day to day care must be accomplished to keep the
various playgrounds in best appearance and availabiHty.
Work was perfonned on the infields of the ball diamond at
Keyes Field and Shepard Park. Much remains to be done to
put these diamonds in top shape. The multipurpose area was
further developed with the addition of basketball and tennis
backboards. Additional fencing was installed and a number of
shade trees were planted.
Greatest needs for next year are the addition of small chil-
dren's play equipment and the construction of a concrete deck
between the fence and the pool proper. The concrete will
ehminate most of the grass and dirt that is carried into the pool
and reduce considerably the filter maintenance costs. A custodian
for the parks and playgrounds is being sought for the summer












Milford's parks and playgrounds offer tremendous potential
for future use, proper planning and wise use of effort can de-














Un-expended Balance $ 887 90
Town Buildings
The major expense under Town Buildings is the operation
and maintenance of the Town Hall. The cost of repairs in the
Town Hall increases continually with the age of the building.
Numerous repairs to the heating plant are necessary each fall
and winter. Of serious concern is the condition of the electrical
wiring. The wiring is no longer adequate to carry today's load
demand. The cost of rewiring the complete building is prohibi-
tive. Present policy is to rewire office areas as remodeling
occurs. Also restrictions have been placed on the use of elec-
trical appliances.
Fortunately, an increase in rental revenue, primarily from
the Kenmore Stamp Company's additional office rental, has oflFset
increased costs.
As a first step in the rearrangement of the Public Works
office and the District Courtroom, the Milford PoHce Depart-
ment was moved to new larger and more efficient quarters in the
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front basement of the building. The remainder of the remodel-
ing work was delayed pending re-evaluation of the proposed
plans. Plans and specifications have been prepared and it is
expected that the work will be accomplished in the spring of
1967.
Maintenance of the other buildings, primarily the garage
and sheds of public works has been at a minimum.
Of utmost concern for the next year, is the loss in rental in-
come that will be experienced when Kenmore Stamp Company
moves to its own building. The loss will have to be replaced by
an increase in the direct appropriation.
Major projects next year include an extensive "Spring House-
cleaning" of the Town Hall. Corrective improvements will be
made in conjunction with the renovation work, repainting the
Selective Service Oflfice, maintenance of the heating system and
in other necessary areas. Serious thought must be given soon
to elimination of the highly inadequate sheds on Pine Street
and their replacement with a suitable storage structure.
Appropriation $ 6,000 00
Income:
Louie Aveni $1,080 00
Kendall's Gas & Appliance 900 00
Kenmore Stamp Company 4,180 00
Selective Service 600 00
Banquet Hall 328 25
Main Hall 75 00
Other (outside phone) 106 50
7,269 75
Total Available $13,269 75
Expenditures:
Labor $4,707 06
Electricity — Town Hall 1,268 06
Electricity — Town Garage 292 93
Fuel -Town Hall 1,892 42
Fuel — Town Garage 627 21









Repairs — Town Garage
Supplies — Town Hall
Supplies — Garage
Miscellaneous — Town Hall




On April 1,1966, the Overseer of Public Welfare transferred
to the Superintendent of Public Works.
Four reHef cases were administered prior to this date. Four
cases were accepted, four cases were disallowed and numerous
applicants were referred to other agencies for aid during the









Total Expenses $1,636 52
Un-expended Balance $ 863 48
Special Appropriations
1. 1966 DUMP TRUCK -Bids were taken on this vehicle
prior to Town Meeting. Low bid submitted was by Jack's






2. SEWER RODDER - Funds were raised at Town Meeting
for purchase of a sewer rodder. The machine was purchased
from
J.
F. McDermott Co. Four hundred dollars was
allowed on the old machine as a trade-in.
Appropriation $3900 00
Expense 3500 00
Balance — unexpended 400 00
3. TRACTOR-MOWER - Following the defeat of the article
to purchase a multi-purpose tractor, funds were raised for
the purchase of a smaller tractor. A garden tractor, with




Balance — unexpended 195 00
4. OSGOOD ROAD BRIDGE -The new bridge was com-
pleted in July and final payment was made to the New
Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways.
Earmarked from 1965 $4392 00
Expenses 3719 31
Balance — unexpended 672 69
Snojv Removal
The winter season began with exceptionally heavy snow-
storms during the months of January and February. Over 80%
of snow removal funds were expended during this period.
Numerous smaller snow-falls and several major ice storms ac-
counted for the balance and led to an over-expenditure.
Considerable expense is incurred in readying and maintaining
snow removal equipment and vehicles for the winter season.
The department was hampered by the lack of experienced per-
sonnel and the lack of equipment to plow sidewalks and spread
salt and sand. Considering all factors, snow removal operations
were accomplished in a satisfactory manner.
Needs for the coming seasons include: the improvement of
salt storage and handling methods and the acquisition of addi-
tional equipment, namely a salt-sand spreader, a suitable side-
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Gas Revenue 416 08
Job Work 712 00
Total Available $22,428 08
Expenditures:
Labor $ 9,928 01
Materials




Equipment Rentals 3,815 71
New Equipment 1,680 00
Truck Repairs 980 68
Equipment Rental 1,208 27
Plow Parts, etc. 832 16
Tools 71 09
Gas, Oil, Etc.. 1,282 96
Miscellaneous 191 58
Freight 10 51
Total Expenditures $25,411 24
Over-expended $ 2,983 16
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Snowfall—1966
SNOWFALL IN MILFORD, N. H. - CALENDAR YEAR 1966















































Traces (less than a tenth of an
inch) were recorded on Feb. 5,
Feb. 21, April 1 and 2.
The year 1966 thus reverted to the snowy pattern of 1955
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to 1964, with well over the 75-year annual average of 70 inches
for tliis area. Yet it was an unusual snow year in other respects
too; more than half the year's snow fell in one month (January-
one of the snowiest Januarys on record), and looking at it in
another way, five-eighths of the year's total, or 51.8 inches, fell
in just four storms—January 8-9, January 23-24, January 30-31,
and February 25-26. Other than these four storms, there were
only two others in the 5-inch-plus class (March 12-13 and De-
cember 24-25), and a remarkably small number of minor snow-
falls. Thus the snow removal efforts of the year were relatively
few, but unusually intense when they did occur; plus the bunch-
ing in January, when three major storms hit within as many
weeks. In addition, the January 30-31 and December 29 storms
were accompanied by rain which converted the snow into an
extremely heavy and crusted slush, very difficult to clear away






MILFORD WATER DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
1966
Income:
Cash on hand, January 1, 1966
Income — Sale of water
Income — Mdse. Sales and Job Work













Equipment rental, repair mains 1,407 00
New meters 3,351 19
New hydrants 907 31
Meter parts 99 59
Materials, pipe, fittings 20,130 77
Tools and equipment 206 70
Service mains (road repairs) 908 16
Distribution expense 458 92
Pubhc Works Share 6,350 00
Equipment repairs 2,161 74
Source of supply maintenance 71 55
Hydrant parts 66 75
Electricity 5,591 34
Office expense 622 34
Pumping Station equipment repairs 43 72
Purification expense (repairs, etc.) 535 95
Freight 3 40
Truck expense 89 73
Pumping Station repairs 322 00
Telephone 377 80
Gas, oil, grease 116 71
Standpipe repairs 150 00
Refunds on service deposits 545 08
Interest paid on 1947 and 1962 notes 1,265 80
Interest paid on 1960 note 3,800 00
Principal paid on 1947 Elm St. bond 3,000 00
Principal paid on 1962 Nashua St. bond 5,700 00
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Piincipal paid on 1960, Savage Well 1(),()00 00
Principal paid on Union St. w/ext. 4,000 00
Total Expenditures 92,278 91
Cash on Hand $ 9,766 97
Pcttv Cash 26 71
Cash Balance on hand, December 31, 1966 $ 9,793 68
WATER DEPARTMENT STATISTICS - 1966
Maximum day — total pumped, May 6 1,073,000
Average gallons pumped per day 528,000
Services, December 31 1,352
Estimated Consumers 5,308
Water services renewed 14
Hydrants, December 31 182
Water main, feet added 2,090 ft.
Hydrants replaced 4
New water services 42
Repair services 81
Sewer services renewed 1
Meters purchased 80
New services, sewer 11
Minimum day — total pumped, November 30 300,000
















The greatest single responsibility of the Milford Public Works
is the distribution of water in sufficient quantity and acceptable
quality to its consumers. This task grows increasingly more
difficult each year as population and industry grow and create
larger demands. Paramount to this growth is a serious need for
an additional source of water. Primary source now is the gravel-
packed well at Savage Farm. The South Street Pumping Station
is used only as a stand-by source. Preliminary investigations
for another source have been initiated and it is hoped that they
can proceed rapidly.
Several main extensions or relocations were accomplished
this year, namely, relocations at the Osgood Road Bridge and
Westchester Park; and extensions on Ridgefield Drive, the apart-
ment house on Nashua Street and the industrial park on Powers
Street. Several industrial services and fire protection lines were
installed. Forty-two new domestic services were installed. In
conjunction with the resurfacing project on Elm Street, copper
services were laid from the main to the curb, to forestall excava-
tions of the surface from service leaks. The department was
plagued with several major water leaks and numerous smaller
ones. The Prospect Hill Standpipe was drained and cleaned and
the vent screen was replaced. Painting and repairing was post-
poned pending investigation of the tank by qualified personnel
and the work is expected to be done next spring.
A concentrated effort was made to collect outstanding water
bills and job work accounts. These efforts were partially suc-
cessful and will be resumed again in coming months. Con-
sumers are reminded that non-payment of water accounts may
result in discontinuance of service.
Proposed plans for next year include an intensifying of main-
tenance on the distribution system, primarily main gates and
valves. In addition, 1967 should bring several more extensions
and many new services.
The Mifford Water Department invites its consumers to dis-
cuss any water problems that may occur. In this way, we can
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To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I herewith submit my annual report of the activities of the
Milford Communications Center from January 1, 1966 through
December 31, 1966.
The following is a list of the members of the Milford Com-
munications Center and the wages they earned during the year
1966:
Joseph Beaudoin $ 232 25
June Bernasconi 1,188 00
Lois Densmore 2,510 41
Mary Lou Dorries 194 41
Carol Dutton 5 40
Paul Fessenden 617 25
Guy Franklin, Jr. 72 06
Ruth Fraser 724 75
Victor Fraser 1,003 63
John Caspar 289 40
John Kieman 14 00
Harold Lamontagne 1,565 56
Astrid McBain 3,515 63
Sandra Panagoulis 280 81
Alden Piper 24 00
James Plante 25 50
Duane Rockwell 68 25
James Signer 91 02
Lloyd Trempe 562 38
Noella Trombly 1,744 65
$16,788 88
In April, 1967, the Communications Center will have been
in operation for five years. In 1966 a list of reserve (spare) help
was set up to assist in emergencies only. These include three
from the Fire Department, five specials from the Milford Police
Department, that have had previous experience at the CC, one
matron, and one previous employee willing to assist in an emer-
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gency. We are also fortunate that the CD Auxiliary has an
interest and come in for periodic instruction, but if the instruc-
tion isn't used it can soon be forgotten.
The State Police radio was replaced in 1966, and, during a
fire emergency in the spring of 1966, a dictaphone recorder was
purchased at the request of the Milford Fire Department and
approved by the Selectmen. This has been a valuable piece of
equipment as it has instant replay and if any complaints come
to the Center, as has happened, the tapes can be played back
and the dispatcher absolved of any negligence. In case of a
false alarm the tapes can be replayed and the fire department
can ascertain that the call was a false alarm and this also
absolves the CC dispatcher.
The following is a list of the activities of the Milford Com-
munications Center for the Milford Police Department during
1966:
Dispatching police cruiser on calls 1910
Assistance to cruiser 1535
Dispatch poHce to accidents 130
Aid and assistance to other departments 748
Complaints taken by CC and relayed to police 189
Telephone calls received 10,137
Emergency calls dispatched for emergency service 11
Information service rendered by CC 1681
All outgoing calls pertaining to Milford only 9968
Resuscitator 5
Bike plates 142
Dump permits (during weekends) 307
The following is a list of activities of the Milford Communi-
cations Center for the Milford Fire Department during 1966:
Incoming calls received by telephone for
fire department 610
Aid to fire department (all outgoing calls) 891
Informative calls taken for fire department 87
Radio calls taken for fire department 517
Fire permits issued 736
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The following is the number and type of fire alarm rung





Car or truck 6
Box alarm 12
Mutual aid 15
The following is a Hst of the type of calls and the number
which the CC handled for the Town of Amherst, N. H., during
1966:
Dispatching police or fire departments on calls 2139
Telephone calls received pertaining to Amherst 1074
Dispatch of poHce to accidents 50
Calls of complaints relayed to poHce 55
All outgoing calls pertaining to Amherst 1076
Emergency calls dispatched for emergency service 4
Information service rendered by CC 181
Assistance to poHce and fire department 218
The following is the number and type of fire alarm rung
from the CC for the Town of Amherst, upon receipt of a call
calling for dispatch of fire equipment:
DweUing 16
Brush 13
Car or truck 5
Mutual aid 13
The following is a Hst of the type of calls and the number of
them which the CC handled for the Town of Mont Vernon,
N. H., during 1966:
All incoming telephone calls pertaining to
Mont Vernon 171
All outgoing telephone calls 145
Dispatch poHce to accidents 5
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The following is the number and type of fire alarm rung
from the C C for the Town of Mont Vernon, upon receipt of a





Our thanks go to the officials and the citizens of the towns
for their cooperation with the Milford Communications Center.




Maintenance of Equipment 37 04
SuppHes 16 25
Telephone 335 13
Dictaphone Corporation 1,079 30
Replace PoHce Radio 429 55
Motorola 154 75
Nashua Telegraph 7 50





Service to Mont Vernon $ 500 00
Service to Amherst 2,518 33




Total Available $15,781 13
Expended 16,788 88
Over-expended $ 1,007 75
Respectfully submitted,




During the year 1966 the department answered 164 calls;



















































Covered by Insurance $89,961.60
Ladders 926 feet approximately
2V^ inch Hose Laid 43,650 feet
IV^ inch Hose Laid 7,950 feet
This does not include number of feet of hose laid out at
town dump.
Apparatus:
Engine No. 1 — 1949 American LaFrance 500 G.P.M. Pumper
Engine No. 2 — 1953 American LaFrance 500 G.P.M. Pumper
Engine No. 3 - 1963 International Tank Truck (800 gals.)
w/750 G.P.M. Pump
Ladder No. 1 — 1957 American LaFrance 65 ft. Aerial Ladder
Manual Force:
The Fire Department is headed by three Firewards who com-
mand a force of 44 men.
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Training:
Training drills are held every monthly meeting night for all
personnel. In winter, drills consist of blackboard problems lec-
tures and training films. With the thousands of new products on
the markets today the fire extinguishing techniques are constantly
being changed and improved.
With the extreme dry conditions we have experienced in the
past few years we have been very fortunate to have had only
minor outbreaks. This we believe is mainly due to restricting
of fire permits to certain daily hours and also 100 per cent co-
operation from local citizens.
The problem of our present station has been previously men-
tioned. Room is needed for future expansion and the station
doors need to be widened. Any replacement of equipment
would present a major problem as equipment measurements have
increased and present available space is limited.
The parking problem on Middle Street must be given some
serious thought.
The Town of Milford has grown and still continues to do so.
Fire potentials also are increased, and the Fire Department must
grow also to cope with the surrounding conditions.
During this past year cooperation of local and state police,
CD. Director, Pubhc Works and Public Service Company has
been greatly appreciated. The Communications Center has as
before proven to be a very valuable asset to the town and to the
Fire Department.
As in the past, we are grateful for any and all courtesies









Steward $ 823 90
Station Labor 725 10
Payroll and Insurance 13,033 41
Still Alarms 534 00
Supplies:
Station Supplies 619 71
Replacement and New Equipment 2,925 70
Maintenance:
Repairs 2,371 15
Gas and Oil 384 99
Administration:
Office Supplies 113 92





Forestry Division 70 37
Total Expenditures $22,953 38
Appropriation $22,482 00
Total Available $22,482 00
Expenditures 22,953 38
Over-expended Balance $ 471 38
Special Hose Appropriation $ 1,100 00
1000 feet 2V2 inch hose at $1.10 per foot 1,100 00
Balance $ 00
Fire Wardens Report
Fire records are made by people — those who cause fires
and those who control them. Your forest fire warden, deputy
wardens, fire chief and firemen have, in spite of a prolonged
drought, made one of the best fire control records in recent
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years. Despite a very dry spring, we in New Hampshire working
together, have substantially reduced our fire incidence (885
in 1965 to 595 in 1966.)
This enviable record is largely due to two factors:
1. A closely coordinated and integrated state-town organi-
zation jointly carrying out programs of forest fire prevention,
training and suppression with dedicated personnel.
2. Your appreciation of our forest fire control program and
your individual effort in practicing fire prevention.
Statistics show, however, there is room for improvement.
Major problems are still with us: (1) the careless disposal of
cigarettes; (2) the householder's carelessness in burning rub-
bish; (3) the failure of woodlot owners and contractors to
completely extinguish their brush burning fires; (4) failure to
extinguish camp fires; (5) unsupervised children playing with
matches.
New Hampshire has 4,339,000 acres of woodland to be
protected. In 1966 we experienced 595 forest fires on this area
and restricted acreage burned to 395 acres — a fine testimonial
to the efficiency and dedication of the men who make up our
forest fire control organization.
1. If you must burn you will need a permit. Permits are
not issued between 9:00 A. M. and 5:00 P. M., except on
rainy days. Permits are not needed when the ground is covered
with snow. To minimize risk the best way to dispose of rub-
bish is at your authorized town or municipal dumping area.
2. Be sure all discarded smoking material is out.
3. Don't leave a live camp or cooking fire.
4. Most important — instruct your children that matches
are not play things.
TRULY - ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
ROLAND F. SPRAGUE, Forest Fire Warden




To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I herewith submit my 10th annual report of the activities of
the Milford Police Department from January 1, 1966 through
December 31, 1966.
The following is a list of the members of the Police Depart-
ment and the wages they earned during 1966:
Duane B. Rockwell, Chief of PoHce $7,012 42
Harold Rand, Patrolman 4,669 89
Ervil G. Little, Patrolman 1,903 59
WilUam R. Banks, Patrolman 99 16
Guy W. Franklin, Jr., Sergeant (Former) 2,968 09
John S. Gaspar, Patrolman (Former) 2,547 24
Kenneth Quast, Patrolman (Former) 1,735 35
AmeHa Calvetti, Traffic Aide 806 80
Maxine Erikson, Traffic Aide 1,009 75
Madeline Lynch, Traffic Aide 963 80
Carol Dutton, Matron 32 25
Joseph Beaudoin, Special Officer 200 90
Angelo Bemasconi, Special Officer 32 85
Donald C. Everett, Special Officer 209 85
Raymond Faneuf, Special Officer 215 85
Victor Eraser, Special Officer 318 20
Allan Hasu, Special Officer 416 00
Kenneth Hills, Special Officer (Former) 15 00
Perley Jones, Special Officer 106 85
John A. Kiernan, Special Officer 201 02
Charles Lundberg, Special Officer 36 30
PhilHp Saytanides, Special Officer 397 77
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James Signer, Special Officer 507 65
Raymond Wright, Special Officer 373 36
The offices of the police department have now been moved
to the ground floor of the Town Hall. A counter was installed
in the reception area just inside the door. There is a small office
for the Chief of Police, a small fingerprint and booking room, a
main office where all of the reports and fiHng work takes place,
a detention room and the existing lock-up. There are two closets
where police equipment is stored and the poHce armory. The
facilities are not yet complete and we are hoping that some
further improvements will be made during 1967.
During the past year the police department faced two seri-
ous problems. One was that of an arsonist at work and the
other was losing trained and experienced personnel. Both have
been expensive. The threat of arson has been reduced. Every
citizen should strive to have poHce officers of the highest caliber.
These men are representatives of our community. These are
the men that guide our children, protect our Hves and property,
given the power of arrest but expected to use common sense
and good reasoning in the enforcement of the law. These men
must be dedicated and willing to give the majority of their time
to their work. Today's police officer is expected to be a Lawyer,
a Doctor, a Psychologist, a PubHc Accountant, a Marriage Coun-
selor, a Photographer, a Child Guidance Counselor, a Public
Speaker, etc. Men who are able to fuffiU the responsibility of
becoming a poHce officer should be paid a salary within which
they and their famihes can live as the average family lives.
Most men like the work but cannot afford to stay with the job.
During the past year the following officers submitted their resig-
nations: Guy W. Franklin, Jr., John S. Caspar and Kenneth
Quast.
During most of 1966 training programs were conducted at
least one night a week. Regular Officers, Special Officers and
AuxiHary Officers attended. Many of our classes attracted mem-
bers of poHce departments from surrounding communities.
Training was given in First Aid, use of the resuscitator, search
for lost persons, laws of arrest, firearms training, accident in-
vestigation, pubHc relations, self defense tactics and motor
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vehicle laws. We feel that this training program has been suc-
cessful and plan to continue it throughout 1967. Several Regu-
lar and Special Officers have attended various seminars at St.
Anselm's College in Goffstown.
During April 1966, E. George Little was appointed as a full
time police officer. During July 1966, Kenneth Quast was also
appointed as a full time police officer but found it necessary to
resign this position in December. William R. Banks was ap-
pointed in December to replace Kenneth Quast. Both officers
are performing their duties satisfactorily.
The local chapter of the American Red Cross purchased
another Resuscitator and presented it to the police department.
It is carried in the police cruiser at all times. We were called
upon six times during the past year to use it. It is a valuable
piece of equipment and our thanks goes to the Red Cross for
the presentation.
MOTOR VEHICLE INFORMATION
Auto accidents reported with over $50 damage resulting 231
Persons injured in auto accidents 62
Persons killed in auto accidents 1
During 1966 the police department warned 520 motorists
for driving infractions and issued 139 written warnings to motor-
ists to make immediate repairs to the vehicles they were operat-
ing because they were usafe to have on our highways. Seven
letters were written to the Division of Motor Vehicles recom-
mending suspension of licenses. 1563 tickets were issued for
violations of the Parking Meter Ordinances. 46 tickets were
issued for parking violations other than Parking Meters.
The following is a list of motor vehicle violations which were
brought before the Milford District Court by the police de-
partment during 1966 with a comparison of the previous two
years.
Allowing an unlicensed person to operate
a motor vehicle







Failure to chock wheels of a parked propane
gas truck
Failure to keep to the right
Failure to obtain a permit to operate
a junk yard
Failure to report an accident
Carrier of flammable liquid failing to
stop at railroad crossing
Failure to yield right of way for an
emergency vehicle
Failure to yield right of way
Leaving the scene of an accident
Misuse of registration plates
Operating after license had been suspended
Operating after license had been revoked for
failure to show proof of financial responsibility
Operating a motor vehicle with unsafe tires
Operating a motor vehicle with a defective muffler
Operating a motor vehicle without driver's
license on person
Operating a motor vehicle without registration
in vehicle
Operating uninspected motor vehicle
Operating unregistered motor vehicle
Operating a motor vehicle while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor
Operating a motor vehicle without a license
Operating an overweight trailer without brakes
Reckless driving
Reckless driving, death resulting
Rotary trafiic violation
Stop sign violations
Taking a motor vehicle without consent of owner


































The following is a list of Criminal Cases brought before the
Milford District Court during 1966 by the Police Department





Drunk and disturbing the peace
Fugitive from justice




Obtaining money by means of false pretenses
Soliciting without a permit
Statutory rape



















In New Hampshire, persons who have not attained their
seventeenth birthday are defined as "Juvenile." The law re-
quires that juveniles charged with a crime must be treated
differently from adults, except in cases involving the violation
of a motor vehicle law or aeronautics law. The police depart-
ment has gone to extremes to guide and counsel juveniles who
have violated the laws of society and tried to avoid bringing
the offenders before the Juvenile Court. Although the cases
of investigations and the cases brought before the Juvenile
Court have not increased, it does not mean that there is not
reason for concern. We should all be concerned over the "re-
sentment of authority" and the urge for a *1dck" whether it be
from intoxicants or dope. The attitude and urge can be reduced
with a united effort of the parent and law enforcement.
The following is a Kst of other police department activities
during 1966 with a comparison of the two previous years.
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1964 1965 1966
Aid at fires 60 59 58
Burglary investigations 10 16 25
Burglar alarms answered 21 5 3
Complaints received 1044 1053 1107
Death investigated 7 4 4
Dog complaints received 73 99 67
Dogs struck by autos 45 48 37
Dog bites reported 28 28 19
Stray dogs picked up 16 18 11
Dead dogs picked up 11 10 9
Juvenile investigations 170 123 123
Larceny investigations 61 54 65
False fire alarms investigated 6 3 7
Lost children returned to parents 6 6 8
Business night lights out 12 4 8
Mental cases investigated 4 2
Missing persons reported 22 9 20
Road hazards reported 63 30 30
Street Hghts reported out 54 38 21
Suppression of disturbances 49 54 19
Vacant house checks 116 109 62
Windows found open at business establishments 34 54 35
Summons issued for other departments 18 10 32
Resuscitator calls 4 5 6
Cruiser mileage 40032 48089 47619
Escorts to the bank 129 136
CIVIL DEFENSE AUXILIARY POLICE UNIT
During April of 1966 this unit was activated. The unit con-
sists of a group of interested citizens who are interested in the
Police Department and willing to give of their time when need-
ed by the Police Department. We have found them to be a
dedicated group, always willing to help and take pride in their
work. During 1966 they turned in a total of 1,762^ hours, con-
sisting of attending their own regular meetings, assisting the
police department when needed, responding to fire scenes to
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assist with traffic, and other miscellaneous activities. They have
attended all of the police training classes.
In conclusion, I would Hke to thank all branches of Town
Government and the citizens of Milford for the cooperation ex-
tended to this department. I have enjoyed an excellent work-
ing relationship with the Board of Selectmen and they have been
most understanding of our problems throughout this past year.
DUANE B. ROCKWELL, Chief of PoHce
POLICE DEPARTMENT FINANCIAL STATEMENT - 1966
Appropriation $29,269 30
Income 1,551 26
Total Available $30,820 56
Expended 32,839 35
Over Expended $ 2,018 79
Expenditures:
Salaries $26,779 94
Uniform Allowance 795 66
Bicycle Registration 202 90
Radio Expenses 304 00
Medical 46 00
Feeding Prisoners 1 44
Dog Care and/or Disposal 83 00
Photography 115 12
Telephone 467 31
Paid Mileage 227 34
SuppHes 868 28
Secretary 100 00
Cruiser Expenses 2,677 44
Cleaning Cell and Detention Room
Blankets and Linen — Traffic Aide Uniform
Storage for Summer 33 95
Meetings and Training 106 48




Your Civil Defense has been active again this year. Courses
in Medical Self-Help and Radiology as well as Personal Survival
were given this year in Milford. Only a few took these courses
and this was a disappointment to paid instructors from your
State Civil Defense agency.
From April to December, the AuxiHary Police worked 1763
hours with the police department. This unit is a credit to
Civil Defense.
Every year I stress the need for fallout shelters. The Post
Office building is our first public shelter in town. It will be
stocked by the federal government at no charge to Milford.
Shelters must be developed so that the population of Milford
can get the protection if needed. The home survey program
will be taken by the Bureau of Census. Studies show that most
home basements offer a significant amount of fallout protection.
The Home Fallout Protection survey program was developed
to locate and evaluate this protection and make the information
available to householders. When the form is received, fill in the
information, and return it to the Census Bureau.
Why are we stressing this protection? Other countries are
making civil defense training compulsory. Every adult must
complete 19 hours of civil defense training in two months. This
year they will complete 60 hours of training.
Again, I wish to thank everyone connected with Civil De-






January 1, 1966 - December 31, 1966
Cash on hand, January 1, 1966
Fines and forfeitures collected
Bail bonds
Small Claim Entries








State of New Hampshire:
Department of Safety








Clerk's Bond and Insurance 25 00
Printing 8 00
Refund of bail forfeited on 1965 cases 100 00
Clerical assistance, as authorized 125 00
N. H. Assn. of District Court Judges, dues 5 00
Services of Special Clerk 50 00
Supplies (stationery, index cards and record books) 19 50
Expenses of Justice attending conference 10 69
Fees of attorney assigend by Court re: juvenile 52 50
Bail paid to Superior Court and refunded to defendants 3,630 00
Services of Justice, Small Claims Court
Services of Clerk, Small Claims Court
New Hampshire Judicial Council, forms
Treasurer, Town of Milford, N. H.







FLORENCE M. SWEENEY, Clerk
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WADLEIGH MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Report of Librarian — 1966
In a recent library publication, someone referred to reports
as "Statistical Wasteland." It is hoped that the following re-
viewing of the events of your library during 1966 will not be
received in this light. May it, instead, encourage you to set
out on a year of discovery in 1967 — a year as exciting as a
treasure hunt.
During a year when we have been hearing of losses in
library circulation across the country, we are happy to say that
your library has increased its circulation nearly 1,000 over the
figures of 1965.
In the year of 1966 1,050 books were added to the active
collection and 33 of these were gifts from the following: Mrs.
M. E. Langdell, Mr. Robert Carlson, Mrs. E. H. Carey, The
Josiah Crosby Chapter of the D. A. R., The Congregational
Church School and Staff, The MiKord Garden Club, Mrs. Arm-
strong Hunter, Mrs. Barbara Wilson, Mr. Edward Romney, Mr.
James Cleveland, Dr. Oscar Bums, Dr. J. E. Jones, and the
Estate of Miss Katherine W. Kakas.
Other gifts to the library consisted of recordings received
from Columbia Record Corporation, Mr. Samuel Taylor, Sou-
hegan Men's Chorus and the Village Singers; paperbacks, mag-
azines and exhibit materials from a number of interested
patrons. All these gifts were much appreciated.
The year has been a busy one in which the staff tried to keep
pace with the usual activities while adding new ones.
Services to Adults
The Rebekah Lodge continues to deliver collections of books,
selected by the library staflF, to five Homes in Milford. This
service to the shut-ins of Milford has been a part of the Hbrary
program for 10 years and the story of this project was made
into a motion picture this past year.
National Library Week was again observed with some
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special events for nearly every day of the week. One evening
was devoted to a showing of the Canadian Travel Films and
three days were set aside for a book sale. All during the week
there were exhibits of interest to all ages.
During the month of June there was an exhibit of paintings
and pottery done by the members of the Keyes Art Classes
under the supervision of Mr. William Childs.
Each year the staff does more and more to assist adults
with individual needs as well as selecting books from phone
requests.
There are increasingly more people who make requests for
special materials which the staff orders from the State Library.
The record collection was expanded by library purchase and
gifts amounting to 48 new titles in 1966.
The Canadian Travel Films are still available for loan to all
interested in good entertainment material.
The library experimented in a new field this past year. A
few titles of books in large type were added to assist readers
with sight difficulties. These have been received with great
enthusiasm which proves that more of such books are needed.
Services to Children and Schools
The schools receive classroom collections of books which are
selected by the staff. Once a month during the winter the library
conducts film programs for the Elementary children which have
become popular. A Reading Club was conducted again in 1966
during six weeks of the summer. This program was a very suc-
cessful one with more children reading than usual. The Club
ended with a party and lunch at the library when 86 children
were present.
Book Week, as usual, was a worthwhile event when all
Elementary children visited the library for reviews of the new
books on display, recordings of children's stories and many in-
teresting exhibits for all ages.
The children of the kindergartens of Milford were enter-
tained with story-hours at the library several times during the
year. A special story-hour was conducted for the children of
the Head Start program in August.
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Library and Staff Events
The librarian has attended a number of the book and
council meetings relating to the Statewide Library Development
Program. This library has been host library for some of these
meetings.
Miss Ames and Mrs. Richardson attended the N. H. Library
Association meeting in New London in May and the 85th Con-
ference of the American Library Association in New York last
July-
The librarian spoke on the subject of Summer Reading Clubs
at the Southeast District book meeting held in Mont Vernon.
I wish to express grateful appreciation to my staff. Trustees,
Book Selection Committee, Mrs. Hagar and other friends for
their help and cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully,
ALICE E. AMES, Librarian
Library Resources
Adult Juvenile Totals
Books at Beginning of 1966 20,232 5,272 25,504
Added by Purchase 718 299 1,017
20,950 5,571 26,521





At End of 1966 5,371 26,054
Recordings at End of 1965 125





At End of 1966 173
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Circulation of Books and Periodicals 1966 57,433
Circulation of Recordings 1966 340
Circulation of Films 1966 37
Total Circulation 1966 57,810
Registered Borrowers End of 1965 2,770





Less Borrowers Moved from Milford 54
Total Borrowers End 1966 3,290
CIRCULATION OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
BY CLASSES
Juveniles Adults
General Works 242 5,147
Philosophy 7 283
Religion 52 333
Social Science 669 1,328
Language 31 57
Pure Science 1,214 1,223
Useful Arts 436 1,770















A. L. Keyes Fund
Fines
Staff and Memorial Books
Milford Historical Society
Town Appropriation




$ 8,600 00 $ 9,208 99 $ 9,200 00
200 00 200 00 200 00
900 00 929 00 900 00
125 00
40 00
10,436 07 10,436 07 10,517 14




Salary of Librarian $ 4,800 00 $ 4,800 00 $ 4,800 00
Salary of Assistant Librarian 3,600 00 3,600 00 3,600 00
Wages of Part-time Assistants 2,250 00 2,208 02 2,300 00
Janitor's Wages 2,200 00 2,037 50 2,200 00
Page Service 400 00 338 25 400 00
Social Security 556 50 540 92 585 00
Books 4,000 00 4,196 64 4,000 00
Periodicals 425 00 409 11 425 00
Records 50 00 47 48 50 00
Binding 175 00 141 12 200 00
Janitor Supplies 125 00 133 56 125 00
Telephone 210 00 215 12 250 00
Electricity 540 00 554 41 560 00
Librarian Supplies 325 00 258 55 325 00
Water 40 00 21 20 40 00
Postage for Treasurer 10 00 5 00 10 00
Wadleigh Memorial Flowers 6 00 6 00 6 00
Conferences 25 00 173 40 25 00
Dues 40 00 29 00 40 00
Building Repairs and Maintenances 500 00 202 01 1,050 00
Fuel Oil 550 00 522 40 550 00














$21,202 50 $20,896 63 $21,926 00
Library Trustees
During the year of 1966, through the Emerson Fund, we
were able to install a fine new magazine rack for the Reading
Room. The unusually colorful display of flowers, in front of the
library was made possible by the Tarbell Fund.
Those serving on the book selection committee in 1966 were
Mrs. William Shuman, Mrs. Frank Plante, Mrs. Robert Potter,
Mrs. David Deans, Mr. Harry Turner, Mr. Carl Wheeler, Mr.
William Ferguson, Mr. Ernest Sawtelle, chairman; and Miss
Alice E. Ames, librarian.
The board of trustees wish to congratulate the book selec-
tion committee for the excellent job they performed.
The trustees elected in March 1966 were Mr. Harry Turner
and Mr. Robert Kendall. Other members of the board are Mrs.
David Deans, Mrs. Robert Raymond, Mrs. Robert Holcombe
and Earle M. MacLeod.
I wish to thank the trustees for honoring me by electing
me to the office of chairman for 1966.
The trustees wish to thank the Hbrarians, Miss Ames, Mrs.
Richardson and Mrs. Amadio and the part-time assistants, Mrs.
Carpenter and Mrs. D'Amato for their cooperation and valuable
assistance.





From Local Taxes: (Collected and
remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes — Current Year — 1966
Poll Taxes - Current Year - 1966
National Bank Stock Taxes - 1966
Yield Taxes -1966
State Head Taxes at $5 - 1966
Total Current Year's Taxes
collected and remitted
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes —
Previous Years
Poll Taxes — Previous Year
State Head Taxes at $5 — Previous Years
Interest received on Taxes
Penalties on State Head Taxes
Tax Sales redeemed
From State:
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings Bank Tax and Building
and Loan Association Tax
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Fines and forfeits, municipal court
Rent of town property
Civil Defense
Income from departments
Income from parking meters
Income from municipal water, sewer
and electric departments
Motor vehicle permits (1965-$1094.28)
(1966-$52,633.63) (1967-$348.09)
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year
Long term notes during year

































Certificate of Deposit 600,000 00
Cemeteries 10,990 94
Total Receipts from All Sources $2,352,811 08
Cash on hand January 1, 1966 340,932 55






Election and registration expenses
District Court expenses
Expenses town hall & other town bldgs.
Public Works Administration
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Cruiser
PoHce department
Parking meters — operation
and maintenance











Sewer maintenance and correction




































Memorial Day, Veteran's Associations










Damages and legal expenses
Advertising and Regional Associations
Taxes bought by town
Discounts, abatements and refunds
Employees' Retirement & Soc. Sec.
(Retire. $1296.28) (S.S. $5045.46)
Total Current Maintenance Expenses
Interest:
Paid on temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes
Paid on long term notes
(Water $1265.80) Other than Water
$1767.73)




























Outlay for New Construction, Equipment
and Permanent Improvements:
Osgood Road Bridge $ 3,719 31
Town Dam Project 7,967 34
Sewer Machine 3,500 00
Sidewalk construction 2,420 27
New Court Room 150 00
Fire hose 1,100 00
New equipment (tractor $1405) (dump
truck $2955.85) 4,360 85
Total Outlay Payments 23,217 77
Indebtedness:
Payments on temporary loans
(tax anticipation $640,000) ($600,000
for C/D purchase) $1,240,000 00
Payments on long term notes
(Water $12,700) (Other than $7500) 20,200 00
Payments on bonded debt 10,000 00
Total Indebtedness Payments 1,270,200 00
Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions:
State Head Taxes paid State Treasurer $ 13,355 50
Payments to State a/c Yield
Tax Debt Retirement 157 31
Taxes paid to County 48,859 24
Head Tax Commission 421 50
Tax Commission 200 00
Payments to School Districts 691,787 08
Total Payments to Other Gov. Divs. 754,780 63
Total Payments for All Purposes $2,415,803 17
Cash on hand December 31, 1966 277,940 46
GRAND TOTAL $2,693,743 63
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Report of Town Clerk
DOG ACCOUNT
634 Dog Licenses and 1 Kennel License issued from
January 1, 1966 to January 1, 1967
Dr.
12 Dogs for all or part of year (1965)
327 Male dogs at $2.00 each
69 Female dogs at $5.00 each
226 Spayed female dogs at $2.00 each
146 Penalties at $1.00 each
1 Kennel license
13 New dog tags at 25 cents each
Cr.
Amount paid Town Treasurer
Dog tags
Commission for licensing dogs at 20 cents each
Dog books and notices
AUTO ACCOUNT
165 (1965) Auto permits issued from
January 1, 1966 to April 1, 1966
4235 (1966) Auto permits issued from
January 1, 1966 to January 1, 1967
25 (1967) Auto permits issued from






















Report of Town Treasurer
DEBITS








Head Tax Penalties 32 50
Property Tax Abatements 7,697 48
Poll Tax Abatements 96 00
Head Tax Abatements 255 00








Head Tax Penalties 301 50
Redeemed 3,614 32
Property Tax Abatements 2,452 60
Poll Tax Abatements 74 00
Head Tax Abatements 215 00





Head Tax Penalties 9 00
Redeemed 3,186 13
Property Tax Abatements 32 00
Head Tax Abatements 5 00
Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 54,076 00
Dog Licenses 1,417 94
Board of Selectmen
























Serial Notes 20,000 00
Income Other Departments 3,642 04
Public Works Department
Snow Removal 1,128 08
Highway Maintenance 6,441 07
Public Works Administration 6,949 25








District Court 6,076 85
TOTAL DEBITS $2,693,743 63
CREDITS
Total Orders from All Accounts 2,415,803 17
Balance on Hand December 31, 1966 $ 277,940 46
Allocation of Cash Balance — January 1, 1967
Earmarked and Due January 1, 1967
School Dist. 1966-1967 Appropriation $332,899 08
Dam Construction 12,032 66
District Court 4,850 00
Town Office Alterations 1,000 00
Town Office Accounting 1,000 00
Planning Board 39 17
$351,820 91
From Uncollected Taxes 73,880 45
$277,940 46
HUGO E. TRENTINI, Town Treasurer
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Report of Tax Collector
JANUARY 1, 1967
Dr.
To 1966 Property Tax Levy $880,538 46
To 1966 Special Warrant 7,390 72
To 1966 Added Property Tax 2,182 14
To 1966 Bank Stock Tax 1,960 20
To 1966 Yield Tax Levy 1,207 24
To 1966 Poll Tax Levy 4,712 00
To Added Poll Taxes (18) 36 00
To Interest Collected 92 20
$898,118 96
Cr.
By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Property Tax $770,567 91
Bank Stock Tax 1,960 20
Yield Tax 1,206 28
Poll Taxes 3,468 00
Interest Collected 92 20
By Property Tax Abated 7,697 48
By Poll Taxes Abated 96 00
By Property Tax Uncollected January 1, 1967 111,845 93
By Yield Tax Uncollected January 1, 1967 96
By Poll Taxes Uncollected January 1, 1967 1,184 00
$898,118 96
Dr.
To 1966 Head Tax Levy $15,040 00
To Added Head Taxes (21) 105 00




By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Head Taxes $11,230 00
Penalties 32 50
By Head Taxes Abated 255 00
By Head Taxes Uncollected January 1, 1967 3,660 00
$15,177 50
Dr.
To 1965 Property Tax Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966 $92,891 79
To 1965 Added Property Tax 51 75
To 1965 Yield Tax Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966 51 84
To 1965 Poll Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966 946 00
To 1965 Poll Taxes Added (34) 68 00
To 1965 Interest Collected 2,007 54
$96,016 92
Cr.
By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Property Tax $86,296 22
Poll Taxes 932 00
Yield Taxes 51 84
Interest Collected 2,007 54
By Property Tax Abated 2,452 60
By Poll Taxes Abated 74 00
By Property Tax Uncollected Jan. 1, 1967 4,194 72
By Poll Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1967 8 00
$96,016 92
Dr.
To 1965 Head Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966 $ 3,070 00
To 1965 Added Head Taxes (36) 180 00




By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Head Taxes
Penalties
By Head Taxes Abated
By Head Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1967
Dr.
To 1964 and Previous Years
Property Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966
To 1964 and Previous Years
Poll Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966
To 1964 and Previous Years
Head Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1966
To 1963 Poll Tax Added
To Interest Collected During Fiscal Year
To Penalties Collected During Fiscal Year
Cr.






By Property Tax Abated
By Head Tax Abated
By Property Tax Uncollected Jan. 1, 1967
By Poll Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1967

























Summary of Tax Sales Account January 1, 1967
Dr.
1963
1965 1964 & Prev.
Years
Taxes Sold to Town
July 15, 1966 $12,014 98
Taxes Sold to Town
Sept. 30, 1966 729.26
Unredeemed Taxes
Jan. 1, 1966 $9,049.10 $1,121.12
Interest Collected After Sale 42.39 132.94 151.10
Redemption Costs 9.50 3.10 4.65
$12,796.13 $9,185.14 $1,276.87
Cr.
Remittances to Jan. 1, 1967 $3,614.32 $2,059.69 $1,126.44
Abatements Dm"ing the Year
Deeded to the Town 71.23
Unredeemed Taxes 9,181.81 7,125.45 79.20
$12,796.13 $9,185.14 $1,276.87
Recapitulation
Total Turned Over to Town Treasurer:
1966 Taxes $796,605 57
1965 Taxes 95,345 70
1964 and Prior Years Taxes 6,174 30
Taxes Redeemed 6,800 45
$904,926 02
Respectfully submitted,
SCOTT E. GANGLOFF, Tax Collector
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Jeanne Manley 120 00
Victor Martell 10 50
John Mazza 4,254 50
John T. McEntee 15 75
Waldo McPherson 1,778 70
Charles O'Brien 5,027 74
Hugh O'Brien 1,989 36
Sandra Palmer 590 10
Walter Parker 4,725 86
Joseph Pezzullo 115 26
Russell Philbrick, Jr. 7 50
Nellie D. Piper 4,241 80
Arthur Provencher 3,805 84
Arvid Ranttila 2,085 74
Erwin D. Reynolds 753 75
Edward Ruonala 144 60
Jack L. Salisbury 1,276 39
Noreen Saraceno 120 00
Richard Tortorelli 6 00
Theodore Wells 27 52
Joan Whitten 750 80
Melody Zahn 500 00
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Toivn Auditors
We certify that we have examined the items, accounts and
vouchers of the following departments for the fiscal year ending
December 31, 1966, and, to the best of our knowledge and
belief, they are correct: Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax
Collector, Public Works, Clerk of Board of Selectmen, Treas-
urer — Milford Free Library, Clerk of District Court, Overseer
of Public Welfare, Treasurer — Trustees of Trust Funds.
Fire insurance policies on town property were examined and
found to be in force.
Surety bonds on the several Town Officers were examined
and found to be in force.
The securities in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds






Statement of Condition — December 31, 1966
ASSETS
Income Cash Balances
Souhegan National Bank - Checking Acct. $ 1,080 80
Manchester Savings Bank — Savings Acct. 4,654 71
$ 5,735 51
Principal Assets
Souhegan National Bank — Checking Acct. 7,881 45
On Deposit in Savings Accounts 305,000 00
U. S. Government OWigations 98,701 50
411,582 95
TOTAL ASSETS $417,318 46
LIABILITIES
Unexpended Income of Funds
Frank E. Kaley Fund $ 1,080 80
Cemetery Trust Funds 4,654 71
_ $ 5,735 51
Principal of Funds
Balance, December 31, 1965 $403,582 95
Additions — New Funds Created
Cemetery Funds 3,000 00
Benjamin F. Prescott Fund - Library 5,000 00
Balance, December 31, 1966 411,582 95
TOTAL LIABILITIES $417,318 46
H. E. TRENTINI, Treasurer
Common Trust Funds
STATEMENT OF FUND INCOME RECEIPTS
AND EXPENDITURES
For Year Ending December 31, 1966
RECEIPTS
Unexpended Income, January 1. 1966
Souhegan National Bank, Checking Acct. $ 1,082 07
Manchester Savings Bank, Savings Acct. 4,654 71
$ 5,736 78
Income Received
Interest and Discount — U.S. Obligations 4,185 00





John G. Drayton, C.P.A. - Auditing $ 205 00
Safe Deposit Box Rent 10 00
215 00





IVrprtual Care - Ccm. Funds $7,888 66
llutcbinson Fund 342 85
Rcxhiey C. Woodman - Flowers 136 25
$8,867 76
Library Funds
Treasurer of Wadleigh Memorial Library:
Epps Fund $ 983 76
Peabody Fund 262 87
Emerson Fund 222 42
Tarbell Fund 244 90
General Library Funds 7,495 04
9,208 99
Kaley Prize Speaking Fund
Superintendent of Schools 400 00'
Total Distribution of Income 17,976 75
Unexpended Income, December 31, 1966
Souhegan National Bank, Checking Acct. $ 1,080 80
Manchester Savings Bank, Savings Acct. 4,654 71
$ 5,735 51
H. E. TRENTINI, Treasurer
Common Trust Funds
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN PRINCIPAL CASH
For Year Ending December 31, 1966
Principal Cash Balance, January 1, 1966
Souhegan National Bank — Checking Account $ 5,066 45
Receipts
Addition to Funds:
Cemetery Funds - Perpetual Care $3,000 00
Benjamin F. Prescott Fund — General




Deposited in Laconia Savings Bank —
Savings Account No. 74626 $5,000 00
Transferred to Income Cash — the
earned discount on 100 M U.S. Treasury
Bonds, 4s of 8/15/73 185 00
5,185 00
Principal Cash Balance, December 31, 1966
Souhegan National Bank $ 7,881 45
H. E. TRENTINI, Treasurer
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At a special Town Meeting held on May 24, 1965, by vote
of the meeting, the Planning Board was instructed to prepare
a Zoning Ordinance for Milford to be presented at the annual
Town Meeting in 1967. The Planning Board has spent many
hours in an attempt to present a comprehensive, yet easily
understandable Zoning Ordinance, and hopes that the ordi-
nance as presented will be accepted by the Town. Public
hearings held on this Ordinance have indicated a growing
awareness of the need for a protective ordinance for Milford,
with most of the comments being concerned with specific situ-
ations and not the principle of Zoning itself.
During the year the Planning Board has held 15 regular
meetings and two special meetings with the Selectmen to
discuss specific problems. Five Subdivision Plans were sub-
mitted to the Planning Board for approval. Three of these plans
were accepted and two were rejected. The rejections were, in
one case due to substandard lot size and in the other case the
Board felt that the method of sewerage disposal was inadequate.
In June the Board held an open meeting for all building
tradesmen in Milford to discuss the revision and enforcement
of the Building Ordinances. Study committees for electrical,
plumbing and construction were formed to study and report
on the needs of revision and enforcement, and these recom-
mendations will be considered in revising the Ordinance. It
is generally recognized that improved follow-up and inspection
of both old and new construction is needed to prevent objec-
tionable conditions from occurring. It would seem that an
appropriation by the Town will be necessary that this may be
done properly.
Several members of the Planning Board have attended a
series of meetings in Concord sponsored by the Department of
Resource and Economic Development to broaden their knowl-
edge of Town Planning.
The need for permanent quarters for the Planning Board
becomes more acute each year and much of the valuable ma-
terial developed by the Comprehensive Study of the Town,
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including many useful maps, lies buried in the Public Works
files for lack of adequate space where they may be displayed
for use and inspection by the public and Planning Board.
We express our appreciation to the Trustees of the Wad-
leigh Memorial Library for the use of the Library as a meeting
place for the Planning Board during the year.
We welcome the increased growth that is developing in
Milford, but this growth must be controlled if Milford is to
remain the kind of town we want to live in.






JOSEPH M. SILVA, Selectman
(Ex-Officio)
Report — Dam Committee
On July 8, 1965 Armstrong Hunter, town moderator, ap-
pointed the following Dam Committee as authorized by the
March 9, 1965 Town Meeting:





With the cooperation of the N. H. Water Resources Board,
and Soil Conservation Service, Milford Planning Board and Mil-
ford Textile Corp., the committee was able to present tentative
rebuilding plans at the annual Town Meeting on March 8, 1966.
Several questions remained unanswered and it was voted to put
off action on this article until the Recess Meeting of June 14,
1966.
At the Recess Meeting in June it was voted to re-build the
dam by the stone bridge to a height of 7 feet. According to
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representatives from the Water Resources Board, and the Soil
Consei-vation Service it was desirable to limit the height of the
dam to 7 feet in order not to interfere with the water shed
control system which is built further up the Souhegan River
valley. At the Recess Meeting the Town appropriated the sum
of $20,000 for this project.
The contract for re-building the concrete dam and stop log
area was awarded to William
J.
Kelly Construction of Lowell,
Massachusetts. To date the dam is about 85% complete. There
is also some work to be done in the penstock area adjacent to the
textile mill. A partial payment of $7,870.50 has been made to
the contractor.
The appropriation of $20,000.00 will be sufficient to com-
plete the project and some monies will be returned to the gen-
eral fund.
The committee wishes to thank all the people who helped
with this project especially Vem Knowlton of the Water Re-
sources Board, Sal Grasso for his engineering help and Sam





Parks and Playgrounds traditionally go together, but they are
not the same thing. It is well to bear in mind that a large part
of our budget is used to maintain existing parks, fertilize trees,
mow grass, and maintain the pool while only a very small amount
goes to what we like to think of as our important job, that of
encouraging recreation programs for the citizens of Milford.
As a practical matter, our work is divided into three divisions,
routine maintenace of existing facilities, the swimming pool,
and the encouragement of recreation.
Consideration should also be given to improvement of our
parks and playgrounds. We would suggest making a small park
of the tovim owmed land between Osgood pond and the road;
cleaning up the area known as the Switch for a picnic area;
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making an area around the stop sign by the bridge so that
flowers could be planted there; and establishing a regular and
continuing plan for planting trees in Milford.
The pool program at Keyes Field provided swimming in-
struction for approximately 400 children, Junior and Senior Life
Saving, a swimming team, adult swimming lessons and general
swim every day for an average of 200.
The baseball diamond was used every day by Babe Ruth,
Town, or American Legion teams.
Programs other than swimming during the summer included
archery, nature crafts, arts and crafts, Softball and tennis on an
organized basis and good use of the facilities by individuals.
Special programs included a pet show and the closed state swim
meet sponsored by the Rotary Club.
A skating program under the direction of Miss Karen Lane
provided instruction for a large group of children in spite of
the difficulty of maintaining ice. A number of them completed
requirements for the first two ribbon awards.
Progress is being made in the recreational program in Mil-
ford but we are a long way from what many New Hampshire
towns, much smaller than Milford, are doing.
More people are discovering that Keyes Field is a good place
for group activities throughout the year. The Senior Girl Scouts
now have an annual Burning of the Greens on Twelfth Night;
the American Legion has used the area for their outing; the Girl
Scout Winter Play Day at the skating rink provided outdoor
fun for well over a hundred girls; and the picnic tables are
getting more use.
With the increased use of Keyes Field, it is high time that
the town provide appropriate posts or gates at the entrance of
the field. We recommend that some action be taken on this.









TO THE TOWN OF MILFORD
The stated aims of your Monadnock Region Association,
now in its 34th year of existence, are as follows: To help the
Monadnock Region remain beautiful, to promote worthwhile
organizations, to increase the prosperity of its inhabitants, to
encourage the development of parks and recreation facilities,
and to be of service to all who live, work or visit here.
During the past year your Association has sponsored 4-H
activities. Boy Scouts, Boys' State, forestry betterment, Phil-
haiTTionic Concerts and ham radio groups. We have given slide
lectures, talks on Parliamentary procedure, and duties of Town
Officers. In cooperation with the National Society we sponsored
the First Covered Bridge Festival to be held in New England.
We have attended public hearings whenever the interests of
the Region or any Town were at stake.
We continue to work for roadside beautification, conserva-
tion of resources, and protection of wildlife. We publicize his-
toric sites, points of interest and natural attractions. In various
ways we have contributed to the development of the Region
along cultural and educational lines to the end that such ad-
vantages are apparent and a factor in inducing desirable and
valuable people to locate in the Monadnock Region.
Your Region Association will tackle any problem advancing
the livability of the area of the Monadnocks for natives, visitors
or new residents.
ANNUAL STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES




































101 Pursuant to authority conferred 'by Chapter 31:60-89,
New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955, and for the
purpose of promoting health, safety, morals, and the general
welfare of the community, as well as efficiency and economy in
the process of development, now, therefore, the following
ordinance is hereby enacted iby the voters of the Town of Mil-
ford, New Hampshire, in official Town Meeting convened.
ARTICLE II
Districts
201 For the purpose of this ordinance the Town of MiKord
is divided into the following districts as shown on the Official
Zoning Map, declared part of this ordinance, filed with the Town
Clerk and dated February 27, 1967.
(1) Residential District A
(2) Residential District B





301 Nothing in this ordinance shall he construed to prevent
the continuance of any existing use of land or buildings-
302 No motor vehicle and machinery junk yard or place for
storage of discarded machinery, vehicles, or other scrap ma-
terials shall be maintained in any district except as herein pro-
vided or as otherwise provided toy any other ordinances of the
Town of Miiford and the laws of the State of New Hampshire.
303 Sanitary Protection.
303-1 No cesspool, septic tank, or sewage disposal area
shall be constructed or maintained less than seventy-five (75)
feet from the edge of a public water body; from a well; or
from a dwelling other than that to which it is appurtenant.
303-2 No waste waters or sewage shall (be permitted to
run free into a public water body or be discharged in any
way that may be offensive or detrimental to the health of
others. All such waste shall ibe conveyed away underground
through use of an accepted sanitary system or in such a way
that it will not be offensive or detrimental to health.
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30'3-3 All dwellings and sanitary systems shall be con-
structed and miaintained in accordance with standards set and
enforced Iby the N. H- State Department of Health, the N. H.
Water Pollution Commission, or as may otherwise be provided
by any ordinances of the Town of Milford.
304 All dwellings, regardless of type, construction or other-
wise, shall be on lots no less than the minimum size required
for the district in which they are located-
305 Residences may be used to house uses by the owner or
tenant including: offices for a doctor, engineer, architect, real
estate and insurance or other recognized profession. Veterin-
arians shall be permitted in the Rural Residential-Agricultural
District only. Such home occupations as hairdressing, dress-
making, manufacture of craft products for sale or manufacture
of food products is permitted.
306 The removal of any natural resources is permitted,
either for private use or for sale, provided that all excavating,
handling, processing, and storage facilities shall be removed
and the area shall be regraded where practical or otherwise
protected to assure the premises are left in a safe and sightly
condition and protected against erosion.
307 No owner or occupant of land shall permit fire or other
ruins to 'be left, but within one year shall remove or refill the
same to ground level or shall repair, rebuild or replace the
structure.
308 All dwellings shall contain a minimum of four hundred
(400) square feet of floor area, be on frost free foundations, and
have an approved sewage disposal system and running water
system where such puJblic utilities are not available.
309 If any proposed use in any district is such as to attract
vehicles, ample spaces shall be provided on the property to
accommodate such vehicles attracted by the proposed use.
ARTICLE IV
Residential District A
401 The following regulations with respect to building and
land usage shall apply.
402 Only single family and two family residential build-
ings and accessory structures shall be erected or occupied with-
in the district.
403 Minimum lot area for any single dwelling unit shall be
10,000 square feet and for any two family dwelling unit shall
be 15,000 square feet where pulblic water and public sewer con-
nections are available at the time of construction. On lots where
pulblic water is available but private sewage disposal is provided
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at the time of construction, the minimum area for a single family
dwelling unit shall be 20,000 square feet and 30,000 square feet
for a two family dwelling unit-
404 No more than 40% of any lot shall ibe occupied iby resi-
dential buildings.
405 No dwelling unit shall he erected on any lot having less
than 100 feet frontage on a public road, proposed road or right-
of-way.
406 The use and occupancy of trailers— home trailers or
mobile homes— as dwelling units shall be prohibited within the
district.
407 A single family residence may be erected on a lot
measuring less than minimum requirements set forth in this





501 The following regulations with respect to building and
land usage shall apply-
502 Only single family or multi-family residential buildings
and accessory structures shall he erected or occupied within
this district.
503 If a dwelling is to ibe occupied hy more than one fam-
ly, the lot size shall he increased for each family unit over one
as follows:
503-1 Where public water and sewerage is available at the
time of construction a single family unit shall have a mini-
m.um lot size of 10,000 square feet. Each additional dwelling
unit within the same structure on the same lot shall require
an additional 5,000 square feet of lot area.
503-2 Whether public or private water is supplied hut only
private sewage disposal is available at the time of construc-
tion a single family dwelling unit shall have a minimum lot
size of 20,000 square feet. Each additional dwelling unit
within the same structure on the same lot shall require an
additional 10,000 square feet of lot area.
504 All other regulations with respect to building and land
usage that are required in Residential District A shall also be
required in Residential District B: namely, paragraphs 404,
405, 406 and 407-
505 Any of the following uses when granted as an Excep-
tion by the Board of Adjustment.
505-1 Rooming house or tourist home.
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505-2 Club, lodge or philanthropic institution.
505-3 Public utilities structure.
505-4 Church, hospital, school, sanitarium or cemetery.
ARTICLE VI
Rural Residential-Agrricultural District
601 The following regulations with respect to building and
land usage shall apply.
602 Only single family and two famiy residential build-
ings, buildings necessary for farming, and accessory structures
shall be erected or occupied within this district-
603 Minimum lot area for any single family dwelling unit
shall he 40,000 square feet and for any two family dwelling
unit shall be 60,000 square feet.
604 No dwelling unit shall ibe erected on any lot having
less than 200 feet frontage on an accepted town road, proposed
road, or right-of-way.
605 No more than 40% of any lot shall be occupied by
buildings.
606 Land use shall be permitted for general farming, in-
cluding dairying, livestock and poultry raising, horticulture,
truck gardening and other agricultural enterprises or uses, or
the raising of animals for other purposes including the sale of
produce raised on or by the owner or tenant of the premises.
607 Home produce, products and crafts may be bought and
sold and exposed for sale.
608 Any privately owned husiness within or accessory to
a residential dwelling employing not more than three (3) per-
sons may be maintained provided the premises retain a resi-
dential-agricultural atmosphere.
609 Any of the following uses when granted as an Excep-
tion by the Board of Adjustment-
609-1 Business or industry under the same provisions
as apply in the Commercial or Industrial Districts.
610 "A single family residence may be erected on any lot
having less than minimum requirements set forth in this or-




701 The following regulations with respect to building
and land usage shall apply.
702 Any use permitted in the Residential Districts (A or B)
under the same provisions as apply to residences in those dis-
tricts.
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703 Lodging houses, hotels, motels, tourist homes, courts
or cabins, including such retail businesses within these permitted
buildings as are conducted for the convenience of the residents
or guests.
704 Other retail 'businesses dealing directly with the con-
sumer, including: shops, restaurants, garages, parking lots,




801 The following regulations with respect to building and
land usage shall apply-
802 Any use permitted in the Residential Districts (A or B)
under the same provisions as apply to residences in those dis-
tricts.
803 Retail businesses that may be pertinent to the indus-
trial businesses of the area, including: restaurants, garages,
parking lots, gasoline stations, business offices and banks, storage
or warehouses and trucking terminals.
804 Manufacturing, employing unoibjectionable motive pow-
er, or utilizing hand labor or quiet machinery and processes, and
not detrimental to the neighborhood.
ARTICLE IX
Non-Conforminff Uses
901 Continuation of non-confomiing uses: Any lawful
building or premises or part thereof existing at the time this
ordinance or any amendment thereto is adopted may be con-
tinued although such building or use does not conform to the
provisions thereof and such building or use may on approval
of the Board of Adjustment be extended throughout such
premises.
902 Change of non-conforming uses: The Board of Adjust-
ment may permit any non-conforming use to be changed to any




1001 Within thirty days after the adoption of this ordinance
and thereafter as terms expire or vacancies occur, the Board
of Selectmen shall make appointments to a Board of Adjust-
ment of five members conforming in duties to the provisions of
Chapter 31, New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955,
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Section 72. Thereafter, as terms expire or vacancies occur, the
Board of Selectmen shall be responsible for filling vacancies and
maintain full membership on the Board of Adjustment- The
Board of Adjustment here provided shall conform in member-
ship and terms of office to the provisions of Section 67, Chapter
31, New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955.
ARTICLE XI
Exceptions
1101 Exceptions. An exception is a use that would not be
allowed generally or without restriction throughout a particular
zone but which, if controlled as to number, area, location or
relation to the neighborhood would promote the public health,
safety, morals, or the general welfare of the community, as well
as efficiency and economy in the process of development. Such
uses may be permitted in a particular zone as exception only if
specified provision for such exception is made in this ordinance.
1102 Procedure for approving an exception. A request for
an exception shall be acted on by the Board of Adjustment in
the following manner:
1102-1 Caused to be published in a newspaper of general
circulation in the Town of Milford for two consecutive weeks
the substance of the requested exception.
1102-2 Hold a public hearing if requested by petition
signed by at least ten qualified voters of the town. Such petition
shall be submitted to the Board of Adjustment within four-
teen (14) days following the first publication of the notice of
the requested exception. The Board of Adjustment shall hold
said public hearing prior to taking action on the requested
exception.
1102-3 A referral of the request for an exception shall
be made to the Planning Board for its recommendations as
to whether the exception meets the conditions for approval
as specified within the Zoning Ordinance,
a) Upon receiving the recommendation of the Planning
Board, the Board of Adjustment may accept the recom-
mendation or override it with a majority vote of the
memlbers.
1103 The following findings of fact shall be made by the
Town Planning Board and the Board of Adjustment before an
exception can be approved.
1103-1 That the use is mentioned in this ordinance, or
an amendment thereto, as an exception within the specified
zone-
1103-2 That unsafe or hazardous conditions will not be
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created by this proposal relative to traffic, fire, explosion,
nor be injurious or detrimental to the neighborhood by reason
of dust, odor, fumes, wastes, noise, vibration or other noxious
or objectionable features either as to location or through
operation of the proposed use.
1103-3 That adequate off-street parking will be provided
for freight and delivery trucks, and employee and customer
parking.
1103-4 That the proposed exception is complementary
to neighborhood development and will not adversely affect the
existing development within the area.
1103-5 That site conditions, such as landscaping, park-
ing areas, loading or shipping docks, storage areas, etc., are
visually compatible with the existing neigbborhood.
1104 After allowing a reasonable time for all parties to be
heard the Board of Adjustment shall render its decision based
on all its findings.
ARTICLE XII
Variances
1201 A variance is a relocation of the terms of the ordi-
nance where such variance will not be contrary to the public
interest and where, owing to conditions peculiar to the property
and not the result of the actions of the applicant, a literal en-




1301 It shall be the duty of the Board of Selectmen, and
the Board is hereby given power and authority, to enforce the
provisions of this ordinance.
1302 The Board of Selectmen or a qualified person duly
authorized by the Board of Selectmen shall issue any and all
permits when application for such permit has complied in all
respects with the provisions of this ordinance.
1302-1 After passage of this ordinance, it shall be un-
lawful to erect, relocate, or alter the bulk of any building
without first obtaining a Building Permit from the Board of
Selectman or a qualified person duly authorized by the Board.
1302-2 No permit shall be required for remodeling
where the purpose for which the building is to be used is
not changed, or where the exterior walls of the ibuilding are
not to be altered.
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1302-3 A Use Permit shall be required for any of the
following:
a. Establishment of a professional office in a dwelling (as
permitted by this ordinance),
b- Change in the non-conforming use of buildings or land,
c. "Occupancy of any vacant land for the purpose of erect-
ing structures or the removal of natural resources or for
any other use except the use of land for agricultural pur-
poses."
1302-4 Upon any well-founded information that this
ordinance is being violated, the Board of Selectmen shall
notify said person by certified letter. If, within thirty (30)
days of such notification, steps have not been taken to correct
or cease such violation, the Board of Selectmen shall take
immediate steps to enforce the provisions of this ordinance




1401 If any section, clause, provision, portion or phrase of
this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unconstitutional
by any court of competent authority, such holding shall not
affect, impair or invalidate any other section, clause, provision,
portion or phrase of this ordinance.
ARTICLE XV
Amendments
1501 This ordinance may be amended by a majority vote
of any legal town meeting when such amendment has received
public notices and hearings in accordance with procedures
established in Chapter 31:64, New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated, 1955, as amended.
ARTICLE XVI
Penalty
1601 Whoever violates any of the provisions of this ordi-
nance shall be punished by a fine, not to exceed $10, for each
day of such violation-
ARTICLE XVII
When Effective
1701 This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
1702 The passage of this ordinance shall invalidate any




1801 Appeals to the Board of Adjustment shall be in ac-
cordance with the zoning regulations as set forth in Chapter
31:60-89, New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955,
or as may be amended. The Board shall, within ninety (90)
days of the enactment of this ordinance, specify a calendar of
regular meetings, place of meeting, procedures for hearings, ap-
peals, forms and other items pertinent to the functioning of the
Board and the proper administration of this ordinance.
ARTICLE XIX
Definitions
1901 For the purpose of this ordinance, certain terms are
defined as provided in this section.
1901-1 Accessory Buildingr means a building subordinate
to the main building on a lot used for purposes customarily
incidental to those of the main building.
1901-2 Dwelling: Any building, or portion thereof,
which is designed or used exclusively for residential purposes-
1901-3 Building-: Any structure for the shelter, support
or enclosure of persons, animals, chattels or property of any
kind.
1901-4 Family: One or more persons occupying a prem-
ise and living as a single housekeeping unit.
1901-5 Frontage: The length of a lot bordering on a
public road, proposed road or right-of-way.
1901-6 Home Produce and Products: Everything of an
agricultural nature grown, produced, conditioned or otherwise
carried on on the property of the resident, also such articles as
are manufactured or altered by members of the household
of the bona fide resident of any property.
1901-7 Record Lot: Land designated as a separate and
distinct parcel in a legally recorded deed filed in the Registry
of Deeds, Hillshoro County, Nashua, N. H.
1901-8 Mobile Home: Any vehicle used or so con-
structed as to permit its being used as a conveyance on the
public streets and highways and duly licensed as such, and
constructed in such a manner as will permit occupancy there-
of as a dwelling or sleeping place for one or more persons,
and provided with a toilet and a bathtub or shower-
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Synopsis of Town Meeting
March 8, 1966
Town Meeting was opened at 2:00 P. M. by the Moderator for
voting on Town and School officers. First voter, Edward Thane;
first woman voter, Annie Deans; last voter, Arthur J. Morell. Motion
made by Louis Kregos to close polls at 8:00 P. M., and seconded by
Robert Pelchat. So voted. Election officers present: Armstrong
Hunter, Moderator; Scott E. Gangloff, Town Clerk; Supervisors of
the Checklists, Samuel Palmer, Shirley Ethridge, and Lester Perham;
Ballot Clerks, Flora Doucet, Florence Morell, Catherine Richardson,
Hazel Adams and Mary Proctor.
Polls closed at 8:00 P. M.
Prior to business meeting. Rev. George B. Higgins was sworn
in as Assistant Moderator and Mrs, Marjorie Webster as Assistant
to the Town Clerk. Present for the meeting were the Board of
Selectmen, Louis Kregos, Chairman, Salvatore P. Grasso and Charles
F. Sullivan, Jr. and their Secretary, Mrs. Lura Seavey, new Superin-
tendent of Public Works, Richard Currier, and Andrew Young, Jr.,
Chairman Budget Committee.
Annual Town Meeting called to order at 6:30 P. M. by the Mod-
erator in the Milford High School Auditorium.
After the salute to the flag, led by three local Boy Scouts, Roy
Littlefield, Brian Beaudrault and Alan Guertin, Mr. Louis Kregos
was recognized and paid tribute to the late Donald C. Bruce, as
follows:
"We are gathered here this evening as citizens have gathered
for many years, to transact the business of the Town.
"From March 1936 to August 1965 our late departed Town Clerk,
Donald C. Bruce, was among us. He was in so many ways an ex-
ceptional public servant. For more than 30 years he was courteous
and helpful to all citizens. He was a modest and able man, devoted
and eager to perform his duties, quietly and with great efficiency.
His office has been filled by an equally able and efficient officer.
"As a memorial to Mr. Bruce, I respectfully suggest that he be
included in our prayers this evening and that this Town Meeting
of 1966 be dedicated to him.
"Please, a moment of silence."
Reverend Charles Gaines of the Unitarian Church then led the
meeting in prayer.
There being no objections, the Moderator dispensed with the
reading of the warrant as copies of tlie Town Report and Report
of the Budget Committee were available.
Mr. Kregos at this time introduced Mr. Richard Currier as the
new Superintendent of Public Works. Mr. Currier graciously re-
sponded, and hoped that his association with the Town in the years
to come will be as friendly as was his welcome.
Moderator announced there would be a brief five minute recess
of the Town Meeting to coincide with that recess at the School
District Meeting, which will meet for five minutes at 8:00 P. M.
while this meeting is in recess.
Article 1: Voting for Town and School officers.
Article 2: Voted in affirmative to raise and appropriate such
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sums of nioiic^)' as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the
ensuing year.
Article 3: Moderator stated that items in tins article will be con-
sidered as the warrant is followed and passed this item.
Article 4: It was moved and seconded and voted in the affirma-
tive to authoriz.e tlie Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes as provided by law of 1907.
Article 5: The following sums of money were raised and ap-
propriated:
Election and Registration Expenses $ 970.00
District Court 3,325.00
Public Works Administration 5.730.00
Town Hall and Other Building Expenses 6,000.00
Town Officers' Expenses 17,668.99




Milford Water Department 10,740.00













Town Road Aid 1,008.90
Libraries 10,436.07
Old Age Assistance 10,000.00
Town Poor 2,500.00
Memorial Day 450.00
Parks and Playgrounds 12,232.97
Information Booth 300.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 700.00












Other than Water 2,500.00
County Taxes 48,859.24
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Acting under Article 5 — Fire Department original budget voted
in the affirmative after much discussion on the Budget Committee's
recommendation of a lesser amount.
Police Department — Budget Committee's recommendation voted
in affirmative after very lengthy discussion in regard to salaries of
men in the Department. Chief Rockwell spoke on the problems
of retaining qualified and trained personnel with the present salary
scale.
School — At 8 P. M. Town Meeting took a five minute recess
at which time Mr, Higgins, School Moderator, ruled that the School
Meeting be recessed again until the conclusion of Town business.
Mr. Kregos, recognized, inquired if Dr. Burns were in the meet-
ing, asked die Doctor to step forward, then began a tribute, in
behalf of the Townspeople as follows:
"I rise to express greetings to a man who has been with us and
helped to keep us well for a long, long time. A few weeks ago Dr.
Burns celebrated his 80th birthday. I am asking you to join with
me to express our gratitude for the service he has given our com-
munity for the past 52 years, and in wishing him many Happy Re-
turns."
Dr. Burns replied as follows:
"I was very much surprised to read a little article in the Milford
Cabinet a short time ago. I have lived pretty much as I wanted to
for the last 50' years. I only expect to put in about 10 or 12 more
years and then I will call it even. I appreciate more particularly
that the Board came up with such an article. Thank you very much.
I'll see you in 1976."
Mr. Robert Philbrick then remarked as follows:
"I think that the Moderator agreed this afternoon that this was
the hour to pass out bouquets, so I am here for a similar purpose,
rather than waiting until the hall is half empty at the end of the
meeting. When you look at the cover of the Town Report, I don't
need to tell you that we have had in the town of Milford this year
a marvelous new addition to our facilities. In the hall tonight is a
gentleman who, more than any of us in the town, seems to have
been responsible for bringing this about. His activities seemed to
focus the attention of the Trustees of the Keyes Fund on this sub-
ject and brought about their generous gift to the town of Milford.
More than that, he was Chairman of the Swimming Pool Committee
and I know personally of the tremendous amount of time and per-
sonal expense and hours of dedicated effort that this gentleman put
in before the pool opened and continued on all through the summer.
Certainly I am safe in saying that without his efforts we would not
now have this pool operating in the town of Milford at the present
time. I think it very fitting tonight that we ask the Chairman of the
Swimming Pool Committee, Mr. William Ferguson, to rise and re-
ceive the appreciation of his fellow townspeople."
Mr. Ferguson expressed his thanks.
Town Poor — Work of the Overseer of the Poor to be handled
for the present by the Superintendent of Public Works.
Industrial — Motion to raise and appropriate $300.00' to have a
brochure made of the town of Milford including schools, Police
Department, Fire Department, Industries and industrial possibilities
was voted in the negative.
Recreation — Parks and Playgrounds — Regular and Swimming;
Pool all under one heading for 1966. The appropriation of $12,232.97
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was for the expenses of all the Parks and Playgrounds in the town,
not just Keyes Field.
Article 6: Beano voted by ballot. Yes-399, No-154.
Article 7: Voted in the affirmative to raise and appropriate
$1,100.00 to purchase 1,000 feet of 21/2 inch fire hose for the Fire
Department.
Article 8: Voted in the affirmative to raise and appropriate
$2,955.85 to replace the 1960 two ton International dump truck with
a 1966 larger dump truck.
Article 9: Mr. Sullivan moved, Mr. Grasso seconded, and voted
in the affirmative to raise and appropriate $3,900.00' for a new sewer
cleaning machine complete with attachments, to replace an old
smaller unit that had proved somewhat dangerous to operate.
Article 10: On recommendation of Budget Committee the sum
of $676.32 was raised and appropriated to be added annually to the
street lighting budget item, for the purpose of increasing and mod-
ernizing the lights on Nashua Street.
Article 11: Instead of the amount of $5720.00 requested in the
Warrant, $1600.00 was raised and appropriated for the purpose of
purchasing a small tractor and two additional mowers.
Article 12: Moved by Mr. Bilodeau and seconded by Mr. Grasso
to authorize the expenditure of $4578.00 from the Parking Meter
Fund for the purpose of further development of parking in the Union
Square business area; to consist of installing 41 dual parking meters,
increasing and metering the present parking area cornering on School
and Maple Streets, metering the area cornering on Middle and
School Streets and developing a free parking area adjacent to the
Souhegan River below the Swinging Bridge. Voted unanimously.
Article 13: After much discussion in regard tO' height of Dam,
loss of flowage rights and retaining of the water rights by Milford
Textile Company, it was voted in the affirmative to rebuild the Dam.
Article 14: Moved by Budget Committee and seconded by Mr.
Ferguson, voted in the affirmative to authorize the Selectmen to
make application to the Federal Government for any and all grants
available for the reconstruction of the Dam on the Souhegan River.
Article 15: It was voted in the affirmative that the meeting be
recessed for the purpose of acting upon the report of the Dam
Study Committee until June 14, 1966.
Article 16: Motion to appropriate the sum of $14,000.00 for
the purpose of having the assistance of the New Hampshire Tax
Commission in reappraising all taxable real estate, was voted in
the negative.
Article 17: On motion of Mr. Colburn seconded by Mr.
Fletcher, that this article to purchase the White Elephant property
on Nashua Street, be laid on the table, was voted unanimously.
Article 18: In accordance with the Budget Committee recom-
mendation it was voted in the affirmative to authorize the expendi-
ture of $4630.00 from the Parking Meter Fund, to be matched with
$4630.00 from State funds for resurfacing Elm Street from Union
Square to the compact line.
Article 19: This article to raise and appropriate $2000.00 for
two granite posts at the entrance to Keyes Memorial Field, not
recommended by the Budget Committee, was voted in the negative.
Article 20: Budget Committee did not recommend this article
to raise and appropriate the sum of $1426.08 to the Monadnoek
Region Association. So voted.
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Article 21: Voted in the affirmative on Budget Committee rec-
ommendation to raise and appropriate the sum of $1000,00 for the
purpose of hiring a quaUfied accountant to consohdate the book-
keeping procedures of the Selectmen's and Public Works' Office.
Article 22: Recommended by Budget Committee, voted in the
affirmative, to raise and appropriate $1000.00 for alterations neces-
sary in the Selectmen's Office to accommodate the consolidation of
this office and the Public Works' Office.
Article 23: On Budget Committee recommendation it was voted
to raise and appropriate $5000.00 instead of $6000.00 which was
requested, for the purpose of making the alterations necessary to
have the District Court in the existing Public Works' Office.
Article 24: Under any other business that may legally come
before said meeting, Mr. Potter asked for a report from the dump
committee, but the committee did not have a report ready. Mr.
Potter then moved and the motion was duly seconded that the dump
committee be instructed to report at the recessed meeting on June
14. It was unanimously voted in the affirmative.
Mr. Grasso made report to the meeting that at the last meeting
of the Selectmen, Thursday night, March 3, 1966, it was entered on
the records that Mr. Kregos had served on the Board for six years
and had never missed a meeting.
Mr. Young moved and Mr. Grasso seconded that the Public
Caucus be held at the Jacques Auditorium next year rather than in
the Town Hall. Voted in the affirmative.
Voted in the affirmative to have two Public Caucuses, one for
School, one for Town, to be held on separate nights with details
to be discussed at another time.
Mr. Prestipino moved and it was voted in the affirmative that
it be established Town policy each year, if possible, that salaries
and wages paid Town employees by the Town be printed in Town
Reports in the future.
Dr. Law moved and it was duly seconded that the meeting be
recessed until June 14, 1966. Voted unanimously in the affirmative,
whereupon the meeting was declared in recess at 11:50 P. M.
State of Town Ballot announced at 11:03 P. M.
The following Town Officers were elected:
Town Clerk Scott E. Gangloff
Town Treasurer Hugo E. Trentini
Trustee of Trust Funds Hugo E. Trentini
Selectman Joseph M. Silva
Fire Warden Dominic A. Calvetti
Auditors Robert P. Odell. Sr. and Allen G. White
Library Trustee for 3 years Robert C. Kendall and
Harry E. Turner
State of School Ballot announced at 11:45 P. M.
The following School Officers were elected:
Moderator George B. Higgins
Clerk NeUie D. Piper
School Board Member for 3 years Charles W. Ferguson





SCOTT E. GANGLOFF, Town Clerk
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Synopsis of Recessed Town Meeting
June 14, 1966
Meeting called to order at 7:30 P. M. by Moderator Armstrong
Hunter, to act upon:
1. The report of the Dam Study Committee.
2. To hear report of tlie Dump Committee.
3. To transact any otiier business that may legally come before
said meeting.
Article 1: Motion made by Mr. Markham, seconded by Mr.
Ferguson, and voted unanimously that the town raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $20,000.00' for tlie purpose of constructing a dam
across the Souhegan River; such sum to be raised through the issu-
ance of bonds or Serial Notes over a period of four years under and
in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 33 New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated 1955 as Amended, the Board of Selectmen
to have the discretion of fixing the date, maturities, denominations,
interest or discount rate, and place of payment as authorized under
Section 33.8 New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 1955 as
Amended. Also voted unanimously that work be put out to com-
petitive bidding and that the existing committee be reappointed
to complete design and get it built.
Article 2: As the Dump Committee did not have a report ready,
it was voted to have the Committee report at the 1967 Town Meet-
ing.
Article 3: Under any other business that may legally come be-
fore said meeting, Mr. Breck moved, Mr. Adams seconded, and it
was voted unanimously, that the Moderator appoint a committee of
five to study and recommend a plan for the development of the
Emerson land as a park — the land along the river by the Post
Office, said Committee to report to the Town Meeting in March
of 1967.
There being no further business, meeting adjourned at 9:10 P. M.
Respectfully submitted,






Vital Statistics — 1966
1965 BIRTHS
Not Received in Time for 1965 Town Report
Date and Place Baby's Name Father's Name Mother's Name
Dec. 24, Manchester Charles
Dec. 26, Fitchburg,
MasS.Michael
Dec. 27, Manchester Lisa
Dec. 29, Manchester David








Jan. 1, Nashua Rhonda James F. Miohaud
Jan. 1, Nashua Shelley Gerald S. Huntley
Jan. 5, Nashua Steven Victor H. Falcetti
Jan. 7, Nashua Russell Richard M. Brown
Jan. 10, Manchester Catherine Harold F. Case
Jan. 15, Nashua Douglas Paul S. Dimick
Jan. 15, Nashua Lisa Leonard E. Dean
Jan. 25, Manchester Steven Albert J. Roy
Jan. 26, Arlington, Thomas HI Thomas A. Ercoline,
Mass Jr.
Jan. 29, Peterboro Tracey Stephen J. Colbum
Jan. 29, Nashua Paula Charles C. Vanetti
Feb. 10, Milford Kimiberly Harold Matheson
Feb. 16, Fitohburg Shaun Leon N. Pnatt
Feb. 22, Nashua Scott Lionel Y. Morneau
Feb. 22, Nashua Peter Leo A. Brideau
Feb. 22, Manchester Karin Donald R. Couture
Feb. 23, Manchester Michael Donald R. Renee
Feb 23, Nashua Michael Gerald A. Cyr
Feb. 27, Nashua Alvan, Jr. Alvan W. Hicks, Sr.
Mar. 3, Nashua John Michael J. Cullinan
Mar. 4, Nashua Matthew Philip M. Jean
Mar. 15, Nashua Irene Frederick Lorden
Mar. 22, Manchester Jody Eddie J. Lamminen
Mar. 27, Nashua Donald, Jr. Donald V. Sterling,
Sr.
John W. HauptmanMar. 30, Nashua Eric
Apr. 2, Manchester Cathy Roland J. Ypya
Apr. 6, Nashua Terry Leo J. Jutras
Apr. 7, Nashua Kristine Peter A. Grasso
Apr. 14, Manchester AlHsoni Joseph M. Nestor
Apr. 15, Nashua Matthew Robert F. Willette
May 4, Nashua Christopher Zoltan M. Erdody
May 4, Nashua Trixanne Kenneth J. Fletcher
May 9, Nashua Kirsten Louie Hellested
May 11, Nashua Jeffery Russell E. Fearon






































/:Uitr (ind Place Ihihtj's S'.iiiii
May]L4. :Nashua Anne
May 17, Nashua Stacie
May 26, Nashua Timothy
May 29, Manchester Craig
May 29, Manchester Scott
May 31, Nashua Robert
Jmie 11, Peterboro S teven
June 13, Nashua Janice
June 17, Nashua Bradley
June 17, Nashua Colleen
June 19, Manchester Peter
June 20, Nashua Deborali
June 23, Nashua Timothy
July 18, Nashua Deborah
July 19, Nashua Kelley
July 19, Nashua Kent
July 20, Nashua Kevin
July 22, Nashua Cheryl
July 22, Nashua Brian
July 27, Manchester Steven
July 27, Nashua Corey-
July 27, Nashua Keith
July 27, Nashua Peter
July 27, Nashua Paul
July 27, Nashua Michelle
July 30, Nashua Kathleen
July 30, Nashua Betty
Aug. 1, Nashua Shawn
Aug. 7, Nashua Stephanie
Aug. 9, Nashua Robert, Jr.
Aug. 10, Nashua Brenda
Aug. 27, Nashua Tracy
Aug. 31, Manchester Melissa
Aug. 31, Nashua Joelle
Sept. 3, Nashua Kari
Sept. 3, Nashua Cherri
Sept. 10;, Nashua Paul
Sept. 10;, Manchester Tina
Sept. 12:, Nashua Lisa
Sept. 13:, Nashua Kevin
Sept. 15:, Nashua Steven
Sept. 17 , Nashua Elizabeth
Sept. 19:, Manchester Suzanne
Sept. 22:, Nashua Barbara
Sept. 25:, Nashua Shawn
Sept. 26., Manchester Heidi
Oct. 1, JSTashua Cynthia
Oct. 4, ]Manchester David
Oct. 7, ]SJashua David
Oct. 8, ]SJashua George
Oct. 10, Nashua Christopher
Father's Nmnc Motlicr's NdDic
Joim Iv Calderara Arlene R. Sant;stcr
Rol)ert II. Hancock Donna Starkweather

















William R. Dube Sheila A. Card
Robert E. Breton Mary E. Murray
Charles A. Gaines Carolyn R. Hawkes
Wallace B. Hayward Alice E. Bassett
John K. Sheldon Nancy L. McGrath









WilHah J. Levesque Marie E. Quint
William G. Andrews Sharon L. Langlois
William G. Andrews Sharon L. Langlois
Donald G. Harrington Janice E. Blish
Allen F. Patten Andrea F. Gillett
Leighton A. White Judith E. Forbes
Normand E. Belanger Gail Grant
Morris G. Trembly Jacqueline L. LaCasse
Robert G. Jean, Sr. Nancy J. Hayward
Elwm W. Gulmire Alice V. Kundinger
William D. Robinson Jonna A. Romanoke
Edward O. Rainville Jeraldine A. Braley
Albert P. Kinan Janet M. Armstrong
Robert A. Mitchell Juha A. Mousseau
Robert N. Thompson Joan G. Raynor
Phihp A. Pennell Virginia M. Dimklee
Frederick E. Gonio Judith A. Ingerson
Lawrence E. TetreaultDiane C. Dufour
AquiUne T. Grugnale Jeannette F. Martin
Laurence A. Erhard Joan D. Lenz
Benjamin H. Dolloff Audrey E. Hooper
Richard P. Fisk Elizabeth A. Haskell
Clyde E. McQuade Shirley A. Plant
Raymond W. Covey Cheryl A. Frazier
Robert K. Frank Irene M. Ayers
William D. Michaels Helen J. Erode












































































Charles E. Mucciaronelrene F. Ricci
Arthur L. Hayward Elizabeth Howe
James A. Orr Carol A. Buczkowski
Gary P. Hastey Kathleen Richardson
Albert W. Demello, Jr.Alberta M. Davis
Irvin E. Parish Imelda L. Soucy






















































Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. BilUngs
Justice of the Peace
H. D. Cheever
Justice of the Peace
Shirley Skerry
Justice of the Peace
Paul R. Walker
Minister of the Gospel
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings

























































Andrew John Fulgoni, Jr.
Beverly Jean Champhn








William H. Wood III
Eleanor F. Mann
James Frederick Walsh

















Ernest Dewey JeflFrey, Jr.
Sally Joan Flinkstrom

















Justice of the Peace
Alice V. Flanders












Justice of the Peace
Irene M. Hardy
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
June A. Salsman













































































































Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Richard A. Chacos






















Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Harold W. Holder


































































































































Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings














Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings




















































































Justice of the Peace
Harold W. Holder















Justice of the Peace
Kenneth R. Dunham
Justice of the Peace
Charles F. H. Crathem
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Sidney F. Baker
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
Lawrence E. Billings
Justice of the Peace
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DEATHS - 1966
Da c and Place Names of Deceased \Yrs. Place of Btirial
Jan. 2, Milford AlpJionse M. Soucy 77 Manchester, N. H.
Jan. 7, Vlilford Bertha Julia Burke 97 Wilton, N. H.
Jan. 9, Milford Mildred Estella Crosby 72 Wilton, N. H.
Jan. 13, Milford Charles Kazick 83 Amherst, N. H.
Jan. 16, Milford Barry Allen Collins 2 Riverside
Jan. 17, Nashua John Elijah Blanohard 67 New Boston,
N. H.
RiversideJan. 24, Milford Maiy Blaiser Mather 87
Jan. 26, Milford Rosario Granata 79 West Street
Jan. 26, Milford Helena Anna Rejimbal 50 Manchester, N. II.
Jan. 31, Concord Stephen Grimley 91 Medford, Mass.
Feb. 1, Milford Lucy Grace Reilly 92 Riverside
Feb. 1, Nashua Katherine Mary Gogan 61 Amherst, N. H.
Feb. 13, Milford Roger L. Tarbell 65 Wilton, N. H.
Feb. 15, Mollis Emil Herbert Ryberg 65 Hollis, N. H.
Feb. 18, Nashua Leo J. Arohambault 63 Riverside
Feb. 18, Nashua Bertha Woodward Savage 79 Riverside
Feb. 23, Milford Edla Mabel Brown 84 Norwich, Vt.
Feb. 27, Milford Herbert Archie Moses 78 Amherst, N. H.
Mar. 1, Milford Mabel Ida Connolly 59 Northfield, N. H.
Mar. 5, Goflstown Josephine Perkins 73 Riverside
Mar. 10 Milford Sarah Jane Duff 78 Wilton, N. H.
Mar. 10, Nashua Albert R. Boldini 24 Riverside
Mar. 11, Milford James Burns 85 West Sftreet
Mar. 12 Milford Bradford Crawford 19 Riverside
Mar. 14 Milford Lewis Houlton McKenna 83 Melrose, Mass.
Mar. 18, Nashua Herbert Collier Williams 79 Riverside
Mar. 23 Milford Doris E. Jellerson 61 Weare, N. H.
Mar. 24 Milford Helen Hamilton Copeland 80 Newton, Mass.
x\pr. 1, Milford Eva A. Villemaire 79 Manchester, N. H.
Apr. 1, Goffstown Susan Conti 85 Riverside
Apr. 23, Nashua Robert M. Peaslee 53 Greenfield, N. H.
May 8, Milford Lewis M. Adams 82 Amherst, N. H.
May 12, Milford George Leon Ellison 74 Nashua, N. H,
May 12, Milford Gardner Raymond Wright 70 Riverside
May 13, Nashua Mary Cathryn Wetherbee 58 Riverside
May 13, Nashua Fred Elmer Powers 84 West Street
May 14, Milford Lizzie Blanche Bruce 95 Riverside
May 20, Goflstown Freda Matilda Hardwick 55 Riverside
May 22, Milford Daisy Annie Perbam 84 Greenfield, N. H.
May 22, Nashua Sarah C. Taylor 77 Riverside
May 23, Nashua Albion G. Hastey 48 Riverside
May 28, Concord Werner Oikari 56 Riverside
June 18, Milford Katherine White Kakas 56 Riverside
June 19, Milford Gladys Romney 72 Cambridge, Mass.
June 27, Milford Eleanor A. Morrison 86 Laconia, N. H.
June 28, Nashua Eva Marie Forest 60 Amherst, N. H.
June 28, Nashua Pearl Mae Chapman 64 Fenwick, N. S.
Canada
June 29, Nashua Fred M. Bills 61 Riverside
July 3, MiHord Florence Nightingale Perin 96 Cambridge, Mass.





















































Names of Deceased \Yrs. Place of Burial
Eva L. Powell |87 Concord, N. H.
Gilbert Aaron Russell |48 Riverside
Irene Haggett |61 Townsend, Mass.
Geralda Margaret Sears 149 Amherst, N. H.
Mildred Ethel Day |70 Riverside
Hjalmer W. Stenborg 185 Everett, Mass.
Leander William Valley |69 Athol, Mass.
Ellingwood McLane |48 Cambridge, Mass.
Irene W. Doherty |61 Riverside
Walter Thomas Poor |82 Antrim, N. H.
Robert Leon Smith 75 Riverside
Vemard Everett Dunn |59 Riverside
Leonard Sloan Lorden |57 Riverside
Isabelle DeYoung Hartshorn 176 Amherst, N. H.
Artliur R. Clouette 190 FrankUn, N. H.





Edward Wilson Lincoln |78 Newton, Mass.
Theodore Scott Hoyt |3 days Riverside
Eva Belle Converse 188 Amherst, N. H




Everett Hiram Coney 168 Riverside
Lottie Emma Bishop |67 Riverside
Norman Addison Brown 151 West Street
Marjorie Annette Robbins |47 Wilton, N. H.





155 Brookline, N. H.
Walter Howard Trudeau |60 Wilton, N. H.




Eugene Henry Woodward |89 Antrim, N. H.
Rasmus Andrew Anderson |89 Antrim, N. H.
Roy G. Whittemore 173 Cambridge, Mass.
Matilda Sofia Kolehmainen |78 Riverside
William P. Salisbury 162 Riverside
Lizzie Boutelle Richardson |82 Riverside
Rolland Stevens Brewster |64 Somersworth, N.H.
Kittie E. Quinn |78 Temple, N. H.
Lomse K. Johnson |84 Nortli Yard
Guy Appleton |76 Riverside
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SEXTON S REPORT
For the Yem* Ending December 31, 1966
Brought from Away and Buried in Town
Date of Death and Place
Jixn. 1, 1966 Boston, Mass.
Jan. 29, 1966 Wilton, N. H.
June 12, 1966 Boston, Mass.
July 8, 1966 Sarasota, Fla.
Sept. 11, 1966 Methuen, Mass.
Nov. 14, 1966 Buffalo, N. Y.
Nov. 22, 1966 New Bedford,
Mass.
Name of Deceased lYrs. Cemetery
Grace Livermore Wells |92 West Street
Charles Edward Gatchell |47 Riverside
Malcolm Ellingwood |
Rotch|17 Riverside
Phyl Louise Bulkely |53 Riverside
Natale Turchi |69 Riverside
Veva Christian |71 Riverside
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SCHOOL OFFICIALS
JOHN A. MURPHY, JR., Superintendent of Schools
EDWARD J. LAWTON, Teacher Consultant
CHESTER BUCK, Curriculum Director
GEORGE H. CORSON, Principal, Milford Area School
MRS. DORIS M. REBIDUE, Principal, Elementary Schools
RICHARD D'AMATO Treasurer
GEORGE B. HIGGINS Moderator
MRS. NELLIE PIPER Clerk
JAMES E. JONES, M.D. Physician
MRS. MARION GANGLOFF, R.N. School Nurse
ROBERT P. ODELL Auditor
ALLEN G. WHITE Auditor
Jemima Wallace Trust Fund
Principal Balance
Income to Jan. 1, 1967
Deposit Milford Co-operative Bank







Jemima Wallace came to Milford from England about 1910. She
had been trained as a nurse, and spent her life here in that profes-
sion. Her interest in people in general, and the young people of
Milford in particular, led her to mention the high school in her will
and the above fund is the result. The income is for school purposes
as defined in the bequest, and is administered by a board of five
trustees. Jemima Wallace died July 15, 1964.
Report of the School Board
The past year has seen many changes in the Milford School
District. Maurice Jewett, long time treasurer of the District,
chose to step down from his post after many years of faithful
service to the town's schools. Richard D'Amato was elected in
March to fill this position. Two of our elementary teachers,
Beatrice Miller and Muriel Young retired after teaching in the
Milford schools for 36 and 45 years respectively, with a combined
total teaching career of 81 years.
The District and the Supervisory Union lost a dedicated
servant in the passing of Mabel Connolly, Teacher Consultant,
who gave 12 years of devoted service to the Union's schools.
Mr. Edward Law^on, our new Teacher Consultant, has taken
over these duties.
The end of the 1965-66 school year saw a sizable exodus of
teachers from the Milford schools for a variety of reasons. The
School Board commends the Superintendent of Schools, John A.
Murphy, for his outstanding job of procuring approximately 54
new teachers by the opening of school in September as replace-
ments and to fill new positions.
This year also saw a change in school bus operators with
the sale of Draper's buses to Ernest Barrett, owner of the former
Clark's Garage in Amherst and transporter for the neighboring
Amherst District. Ernie, a Milford resdient and former school
board member, has continued the fine service with quality equip-
ment that was always rendered by Harry Draper in the past.
The decision, late last summer, by the Tyngsboro, Mass.
School District not to rent the former Milford Junior High School
for a two or three year period left the school board with some-
what of a problem as to what next? The answer came in part
by the Supervisory Union's consideration of moving into the
building due to lack of suflScient space in the Professional Build-
ing, and a timely expiration of the lease. With no other use for
the entire building for some years, the board agreed to rent space
to the union and thus provide some income to help maintain the
building until future use has been determined.
The Laurila house, on property acquired by the District last
year, has been rented and is providing income to help offset
purchase payments.
The improvement of the Garden Street Elementary School
grounds, voted at the annual meeting, got started this summer
with the hot-topping of a large area around and in front of the
school. Landscaping and loaming progressed till fall and seeding
and planting will be completed in the spring.
This past year saw completion of the addition to the Milford
Senior High School, now known as the Milford Area Junior
Senior High School, which was built to increase the capacity to
1200 students in accordance with the Milford-Amherst Area
School plan. With some misgivings, school opened in September
with grades 7-12 in the new (and old) school under less than
the best of conditions. Due to lack of materials and manpower,
some phases of completion were held up for considerable time,
but with the splendid cooperation of the administration, the
teaching staff, the students and parents, the best was made of a
far from desirable beginning to the final clean-up stages of con-
struction in January of this year.
Prior to cold weather (and frost) drives, walks and parking
areas at the High School were hot-topped and a large portion of
the landscaping was completed with the balance of seeding and
finishing scheduled for spring.
It became apparent to the school board this past year that
long range planning was essential to the continuation of a sound
educational program for our children and realized the need for
the establishment of a continuing study of school needs, unrelated
to changes in board personnel. The board has appointed a
twelve (12) member study committee and charged them with
the responsibility of determining what facilities the community
will need and desire in the immediate and long range future,
taking into consideration the Milford, Mont Vernon, Amherst
complex, as well as areas of educational needs surrounding the
community. This committee wiU also investigate and advise
the board on need for additional land purchases and school
buildings as they relate to population and enrollment trends.
The members of this committee are: Alvan Hicks, Paul Rizzi,
David Hoadley, Mrs. Lorraine Prestipino, Mrs. Roland Rivard,
Colin Lizotte, Richard Hanchett, Mrs. Margaret Doyle, Stanley
Moulton and Owen Fisk, all of Milford and Peter Dunlap of
Amherst.
In summary, much has happened in the Milford School Dis-
trict in the past year, but the board feels that the end result is
a general improvement in the Milford schools, in the expansion
of physical plant, the improved curriculum and the striving for
quality teachers. The challenge in the years to come will be to
continue to maintain quality education for our children, and at
the same time, meet the demands of an ever increasing popula-








September 7 (Wed.) December 23 (Fri.) 74 days
(Oct. 21, Nov. 24, 25 -No School)
January 3 (Tues.) February 17 (Fri.) 34 days
February 27 (Men.) April 21 (Fri.) 30 days
(March 24 - No School)
May 1 (Man.) Approx. June 22 (Thurs.) 38 days
(May 30 -No School)
1967-68
September 6 (Wed.) December 22 (Fri.) 75 days
(Oct. 20, Nov. 23, 24 -No School)
January 2 (Tues.) February 16 (Fri.) 34 days
February 26 (Mon.) April 19 (Fri.) 39 days
April 29 (Mon.) June 14 (Wed.) 34 days




For Annual School Meeting
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Milford
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Milford Area School
in said district on the eleventh day of March 1967, at seven
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of School Board
and Truant Oflficer and to fix the compensation for any other
officers or agents of the district.
2. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To choose agents, auditors, and committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this warrant.
4. To see if the district will vote to authorize the School
Board to make application for and accept on behalf of the
district any or all grants or other funds for educational purposes
which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United
States Government or the State of New Hampshire or from any
other source.
5. To see what sum of money the district will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of the schools, for the
payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and
for the payment of the statutory obHgations of the district.
6. To see if the district will vote to approve the position of
Business Manager for Union No. 40 and accept State Aid for
that position.
7. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $14,750.00 or any other sum for the purpose of in-
stalling new windows at the Garden Street School and to de-
tennine whether such appropriation shall be raised by borrowing
or otherwise.
8. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,000.00 to convert the Junior High boiler to oil
and make necessary repairs to the boiler unit.
9. By Petition: To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $11,000.00 for instituting special class
services for trainable retardates in the Milford public schools.
10. By Petition: To see if the district will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00 for the purpose of in-
stituting inter-scholastic football at the Milford Area School.
11. By Petition: To see if the district will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $6,300.00 for the purpose of in-
stituting Driver Education at the Milford Area School.
12. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise
and appropriate for the installation of a fire hydrant on the
George Street side of the Area School.




CHARLES W. FERGUSON, JR.,
School Board
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
ROBERT B. DAVIS,
WILLIAM H. SHUMAN,




For Annual School Meeting
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Milford
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Milford Area School
in said district on the fourteenth day of March 1967, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the en-
suing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.




CHARLES W. FERGUSON, JR.,
School Board
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
ROBERT B. DAVIS,
WILLIAM H. SHUMAN,
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I herewith submit my second annual report as Superintend-
ent of the Union No. 40 public schools. My report will be
directed at three areas: 1. An assessment of the past year. 2.
Implementations of recommendations made in 1965-66, and 3.
Recommendations for future needs.
The 1965-66 school year was rewarding and successful. For
this, I owe a great debt of gradtitude to an excellent corps of
teachers and administrators, to the cooperation and enthusiasm
of the parents of this community, to an extremely capable and
dedicated central office staff, and to the firm foundation laid
by past administrators.
I would be remiss if I did not single out members of the
School Board for special commendation. Without their cooper-
ation, understanding, and wisdom, a successful year could not
have been reahzed. The School Board has discharged its re-
sponsibilities with admirable courage and determination in the
true spirit of dedicated public service.
If I was to single out one outstanding accomplishment during
this past year, it would be the opening of the new MiHord Area
Junior-Senior High School in September of 1966. This school
was forced to open under extremely difficult conditions. We
were v^dthout heat, rooms were partially completed, and the
workmen went about their busy schedule of construction in the
midst of pupils and teachers busily at the task of education. In
spite of the difficulties, our pupils and teachers conducted
themselves in an outstanding manner. Without their full co-
operation, school operation would not have been possible. It
is also important to note the fine cooperation received from
parents in the area towns. My office had only one call to
protest the school conditions during this period. You, the par-
ents, are to be commended for your patience and support.
The new school is now substantially completed and the
people can be weU assured that this building is the product of
quality construction. You have a school you can be proud of.
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The library facilities are recognized as the finest in the state.
The planning and design are a tribute to a hard working area
committee, school building committee and School Board. These
people spent long hours overseeing the completion of this pro-
ject, and their dedication to the task has borne quality results.
This year, for the sake of administrative efficiency, we have
recorganized the staff at the Area School. Rather than con-
tinue with two principals, we have appointed Mr. Corson princi-
pal of the Area School with complete administrative authority.
Mr. Buck has been appointed Curriculum Director with autho-
rity in the area of curriculum research. Mr. Desmarais has been
appointed vice-principal and functions in the area of pupil dis-
cipline, extra curricula activities and general plant manage-
ment. These three men have done a remarkable job organizing
their staff and guiding the program at the Area School.
The Junior High School building was put to use during this
past year. Supervisory Union offices have been moved into
this building and occupy four classrooms as office space and
one room for conference purposes. The gymnasium has been
used by the Special Class and the Jacques School pupils. It was
necessary to move one third grade from the Garden Street School
to the Annex due to larger primary grade enrollments.
An equally rewarding experience was to see the completion
of plans for a new elementary school in the Town of Amherst.
The building, which is now under construction, will represent
the careful planning of a dedicated group of men who labored
long hours to plan the State's first library-centered elementary
school. The building will be ready for occupancy in September
of 1967.
This year also marked initiation of a special study committee
to examine the long range needs of the Milford schools. A
similar committee is scheduled to begin operation in Mont Ver-
non in early spring of 1967. As is becoming more evident
each day, the southeastern comer of New Hampshire is
expanding rapidly in population, and the foresight shown by
citizens in our community to plan for long range educational
needs is truly rewarding.
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Mont Vernon has continued to provide a quality program
under the very capable direction of Mrs. Clark. Unfortunately,
Mrs. Clark has decided to culminate her career in education
in 1967. Mrs. Clark will be missed by all who have been fortu-
nate enough to have worked with her. Retiring with Mrs. Clark
will be Mrs. Scully, our most capable first grade teacher. Filling
these two positions with equally competent personnel v^dll be
one of the greatest challenges I have faced as Superintendent in
this district. I extend best wishes to Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Scully
for a well deserved and enjoyable retirement.
Mont Vernon has been plagued with space problems this
year. We have had to divide the grade one-two combination
and have hired an additional teacher for grade two. By doing
this, we have moved into the former work room and now are
utiHzing the building 100%. Projection studies show that the
present facilities will not be adequate for more than one or two
years.
This year has been a very successful one for Brookline in
terms of educational growth. We have been able to concentrate
on the immediate needs of the elementary program and have
made significant improvements at all levels. Among the most
significant is a modified team approach to instruction in grades
four, five and six, and the addition of physical education to the
upper elementary program.
The Town of Brookline has also embarked on a planning
program and their committee will present to the townspeople,
plans for a four or six room addition to the present elementary
facihties. BrookHne, Hke other communities, is faced with rapid
growth. At present, classes are being conducted in the base-
ment of Daniels Academy and two sections meet in the all-
purpose room of the Elementary School. I hope the citizens of
Brookline will act favorably to extend facilities at the Element-
ary level and allow growth in the quality of educational offer-
ings.
The HolHs School Board appointed a special study committee
in 1966 to examine their educational needs and this completed
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the cycle for the Union 40 schools. When Mont Vernon begins
their study in March, we will have 100% activity in the area
of educational planning. Hollis, like each community, is plagued
with growth problems and, like each other town, they are get-
ting ready in advance. The Hollis committee will be making
recommendations for additions at both the Elementary and
Secondary schools. The projections of the Hollis Study Com-
mittee indicate a marked population increase in the years ahead
and a need for continued planning for school space.
The residents of HolHs should be extremely proud of their
efforts to support education. This effort has been one of the
greatest in the State of New Hampshire and it has provided one
of the state's most highly regarded programs. I would like to
pay special tribute to the Hollis principals for their dedication
to education and for the quality job done by them. It is a
pleasure to work with administrators like Mrs. Jacques and Mr.
Thorbum. Hollis is fortunate to have them on the staff.
Another event worthy of consideration was the large number
of vacancies filled before September of this year. I have made
a special effort to observe our new teachers and I take great
pride in reporting that this is the finest group of young people
we could ever hope to have on our staff. I am sure that the
citizens of the community have been equally impressed with
the quality of these new teachers. Our new members, together
vdth our very competent veteran staff, have allowed us to con-
tinue forward in our quest for quality education in Union 40.
As I completed my first year as Superintendent of Schools,
I was most impressed with the remarkable job done by the lay-
men of our community. Your dedicated contributions have
placed education where it is. You can be proud of your ac-
complishments. I hope that each member of our community,
who has contributed, will accept this message as my sincere
note of thanks for the accomplishments of the past year. You
have made the greatest contributions; your time and energy and
the results have already begun to pay big dividends.
Some citizens may not be in agreement vvdth my assessment
of the progress in our schools. They may feel that the schools
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are not progressing at a rate that is commensurate with the com-
munity's potential. It this is the case, I urge you to please bring
your criticism to us. Too often, our critics are vocal only when
out of range of school officials. We welcome constructive
criticism and solicit your comments on education.
We have no monopoly on wisdom. You, the citizen, should
demand good reasons for the actions we advocate and when you
doubt our actions, please come forward and express your opinion.
By the same token, I also urge you to speak up for education.
You must let your School Board know that you support excel-
lence, and that you are wilKng to pay for it with tax dollars,
with votes and with service. It is not the educators who are in
charge of your schools, but you the citizens. You take charge
every time you attend the School District Meeting and vote on
issues, and everytime you grasp or neglect an opportunity for
planning and financing education. This office is open to the
people of our community, and I welcome your comments, posi-
tive or negative. I want to work with you to stress fine schools
and excellence in general. I hope you will agree that our child-
ren deserve the best.
Review of Recommendations
With the assistance of Federal funds, two of the recom-
mendations made a year ago have been implemented. In April
of 1966, we organized a Curriculum Council designed to im-
prove coordination of curriculum - one through twelve. The
council is composed of twenty-three faculty members and their
primary objectives are to: 1. Coordinate curriculum by subject
area in grades one through twelve, 2. An interdisciplinary co-
ordination of curriculum, 3. Improvement of communication be-
tween faculty, administration and school board, 4. Improve-
ment of communication between the Union 40 schools for the
development of a meaningful program. The council will be re-
sponsible for developing complete course guideHnes in each of
the major subject areas. This project is designed for completion
in a three year year period.
The second recommendation that was made a year ago was
to establish an elementary guidance program. Again, with the
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assistance of Federal funds, we were able to hire Miss Nancy
Mauri as an elementary councelor to serve the Union 40 towns.
Miss Mauri has been assigned a tremendous task and has carried
on her duties in a most commendable manner. In addition to
conducting student conferences, Miss Mauri is available for
parent conferences Thursday evenings of each week from 7
in the evening until 10. We are also in the process of developing
a better testing and test evaluation program through the ele-
mentary guidance office.
The third recommendation made a year ago was the im-
plementation of a kindergarten program for the area towns. Un-
fortunately, due to the increased costs and rising number of
pupils in the towns, this recommendation has had to take a
lower order of priority in our program development.
Future Needs
The basic test that we must apply to our schools is "Does
the growth sought in pupils coincide with the functions estab-
Hshed for the schools". The schools of our community are
effective if they are accomplishing the objectives as stated in
their philosophy, i.e. the schools are didicated to educating
every child to the maximum of his potential. In assessing our
current program, we can say that the schools are doing a most
commendable job of caring for the majority of our pupils. We
are neglecting a few at the extremes, however, and recommenda-
tions are being made to care for these deficiencies. We are
presently offering an effective program for the retarded. We
have, however, another group of youngsters that is presently
being cared for in private facilities due to lack of pubHc school
concern for their needs. These youngsters, defined as trainable,
are as entitled to learning experiences as any other member of
our community, and for this reason, I recommend the adoption
of a program for their education in Milford. The Milford school
could serve as a base for receiving tuition pupils from other
districts. A program of this type should be no more costly to
Milford residents than tuitioning their children to other towns.
Each sending district will contribute to the total operating costs
of the program. At the other end of the spectrum, we have our
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gifted children. We are attempting to accelerate their program
through grouping practices at the elementary and secondary
schools. There are, however, a percentage of pupils in each
community who will benefit from a special program designed for
the creative child. Next year, I am recommending a pilot pro-
gram for the Town of Amherst. If accepted by the district, this
program will serve as a pilot project for the State of New Hamp-
shire, and together with our trainable program in Milford, will
give us an opportunity to assess full implementation of our phil-
osophy of education.
As stated earlier, we are in an area of rapid population
growth and must continue to assess our needs. Each town is
presently studying future population impact on education. I
hesitate to make recommendations pending the findings of these
studies, but feel that thought should be given in the Milford
area complex to the consoHdation of elementary programs at
the intermediate level, grades five through eight. The con-
struction of such a central facility would provide an emergency
valve for elementary expansion in each community and relieve
possible overcrowded conditions at the present Junior-Senior
High School. HoUis is located in an area that could be ex-
panded to include BrookHne and other non-district towns at the
7 - 12 level.
We are also faced with a need of additional staff members
at both the elementary and secondary schools to keep the pupil-
teacher ratio at an acceptable level. This year's budget will
request additional staff members in all of the area towns to
maintain this ratio. The remainder of my recommendations will
be found incorporated in the reports of the Teacher Consultant
and the principals. I hope that careful consideration will be
given to each of these recommendations.
I would like to pay tribute to those teachers who will be re-
tiring at the end of the 1966-67 school year. They are: Mrs.
Margaret Clark and Mrs. Elizabeth Scully in Mont Vernon, and
Mrs. Hazel Tonella, Miss Elsie Wheeler, Miss Doris Rowell and
Miss Mary McGettigan in Milford. These teachers have served
our community and children faithfully for the past years. I join
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the entire faculty and community in thanking them for contri-
butions to this field.
In conclusion, I would like to pay tribute to the memory of
Mabel Connolly who died during the 1965-66 academic year.
Miss Connolly had planned to retire from her Teacher Consul-
tant position in June of 1966, but unfortunately was taken from
us is March. Miss Connolly was a dedicated and devoted mem-
ber of the Union 40 staff. As Teacher Consultant, Miss Con-
nolly brought new life to the schools. Through her efforts, the
elementary program reached an all time high. Miss Connolly
possessed, to an unusual degree, the personal attributes and
professional requirements of a great teacher and administrator.
She estabhshed a standard of quality to guide and inspire all




This constitutes my first annual report as Teacher Consultant
for Union No. 40 schools. Since assuming the position in Au-
gust, 1966, I have found it to be both an exciting challenge
and a rewarding experience. Considering the growth potential
of the area and the constantly increasing educational needs
and desires of our children and our society, there is every
reason to expect more exciting and demanding challenges, with
unlimited opportunity for rewarding experiences in the future.
This report is intended to explore the requirements of the
position, focus upon the challenges and suggest the potential
benefits to Union No. 40 communities resulting from meeting
these challenges. To accomplish these purposes, this report is
organized in sections as follows:







Basic responsibilities of the position remain unchanged from
the past year. Emphasis on various responsibiHties has changed,
however. The addition of a full time elementary guidance
counselor has shifted much of the direct involvement in details
of guidance, testing, home and community work to that oflBce.
General supervision of the work of the guidance counselor has
become the direct responsibility of the teacher consultant. Cur-
riculum studies, help to teachers to secure materials, suggestions
for use of materials, organizations of in-service programs and
assorted research projects, all designed to aid instructors and
help improve instruction occupy a considerable percentage of
the teacher consultant's time. Directly related to these duties
is the continuing responsibility of cooperating with the second-
ary principals to hasten articulation of curriculum from grades
one through twelve. Also, much more time is to be devoted to
assisting in the recruitment of elementary level teachers by this
oflfice.
Finally, the most significant change in emphasis has been
the establishment of supervisory and evaluation techniques
which will help teachers in classroom situations and also rate
them for merit pay purposes. The number of visits to each
classroom for these purposes now represents the greatest time
requirement of this office.
Reporting, advising and recommending on coordination and
supervision of the curriculimi and the instructional program is
done constantly through the superintendent to the various
boards of education.
Impressions
The general quahty and dedication of staflF members, ad-
ministration and members of the various boards of education
represent encouraging strength in planning and implementing
the instructional program. An apparently strong foundation
laid by previous staflF, administration and board members, con-
tributes immeasurably to the present status of the instructional
program in Union No. 40 schools.
There have been several encouraging, significant innovations
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during the past year. The forementioned addition of a full
time guidance counsel was one. Another was the establishment
of a curriculum council, comprised of and directed by Union
No. 40 teachers which has already resulted in identification of
curriculum problems and implementation of steps to improve
our programs. Also important was the establishment of a merit
evaluation pay program for teachers intended to reconcile pay-
ment of salaries with performance and to encourage individual
initiative, instructional improvement and the recruitment and
retention of superior teachers. These and other efforts indicate
an awareness of and concern for providing a quality program
for Union No. 40 children.
Action Initiated
Since the beginning of the present school year, a number
of programs and/or steps have been initiated by principals, by
this office, or through mutual cooperation, which have been
intended to help strengthen the instructional program and to
assist teachers in improving instructional techniques and in
evaluating new materials and programs.
Among these are the following:
1. Initial steps to coordinating curriculum programs from
grade one through twelve. (In conjunction with the cur-
riculum council and secondary principals.)
2. Team teaching organization (Amherst, Grade 4) — De-
partmentalization (Grade 4-6, Brookline).
3. Revised readiness testing program.
4. Adjusted achievement and I.Q. testing programs.
5. In-Service programs for teachers including consultant
service in mathematics, reading and language arts, and
provision for scheduling teachers from one union town
for visits in classrooms in another union town to derive
benefits from observing different, effective teaching tech-
niques and exchanging ideas.
6. Provision for more extensive purchase of visual-aid ma-
terials.
7. Establishment of a teacher-resource library at the Super-
intendent's office.
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8. An independent reading program (apart from the regu-
lar program, but intended to complement it) in Brook-
line grade six.
9. Revisions in the penmanship program.
10. Initial steps in each of the following:
a. An evaluation of school program project in conjunc-
tion with the State Education Department in Amherst.
b. A study of permanent record cards for improvement
upon present system.
c. A study of the system of grouping children for in-
struction purposes.
d. Orientation program for substitute teachers.
Recommendations
The position of teacher consultant offers a unique vantage
point for involvement in and evaluation of the total school pro-
gram. It is obvious that the consultant has a fundamental re-
sponsibility to make recommendations related to the educational
program. To identify and overlook problems would be a serious
neglect of the interests of the children, staff members and tax-
payers of the Union No. 40 towns. After careful, studied con-
sideration, the following recommendations are offered:
1. Addition of specialists in reading at the elementary and
secondary level. Eventual addition of consultants in
other major subject areas for assistance to staff members
rather than for evaluation purposes.
2. Reduction of teacher-pupil ratio to 25 to 1 generally and
20 to 1 at the grade one level. (Large group instruction
organization excepted). This recommendation is not
simply opinion; it is based upon consideration of the
Union program and research data.
3. Consideration of a Middle School Program for Area towns
and an eventual Cooperative School Program from
grades five through twelve.
4. Consideration of a kindergarten program throughout the
Union.
5. Addition of a full time aide in Special Class. Initiation
of a program for trainable children.
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6. Consideration of a full time physical education instructor
at the elementary level. (Obvious building facility plan
adjustments necessary to implementation.)
7. Addition of the position of Assistant Superintendent for
Instruction with retention of the position of Teacher Con-
sultant. This is necessary to more effective implementa-
tion of merit pay evaluation and general supervision.
Concluding Remarks
This is a lengthy report, of necessity. Re-directed emphasis
and expanding requirements resulting from demands of a
modern society on the educational program help to make it so.
This, in my best judgment, represents a true assessment of the
present situation and immediately apparent future needs. The
educational program of this Union has many strengths, but
much is yet to be accomplished if v^e are simply to sustain
what is good and improve upon weaknesses. Assuming a de-
sired quality beyond the status quo, however, this report con-
siders necessary steps to accomplishing minimal standards and
offers programs for progress beyond that which is minimal.
This office will constantly work towards quality in the interest







On September 7th, we opened our doors to approximately
1110 students. Once again we are a combined Junior-Senior
High School. Our problems were many as the building was
only two-thirds completed. To gain the necessary operating
space, we alloted every conceivable area for classes. We had
no clocks or bell system, we had no heat, and in most cases, no
light. We did, however, have a student body and a faculty who,
through cooperation and hard work, made the beginning weeks
successful ones. For this, we the administration, want to thank
them.
That the United States is a nation on the move is attested to
by the fact that we have a total registration now of 1138 pupils.
In addition to the many pupils registered during the summer,
we had, on opening day, 50 students that were entirely new
and unknown to us. Since opening day we have had 42 new
pupils.
At this writing, the school is just about completed, and is
one of the finest in the State of New Hampshire. In keeping
with today's educational practices, there is incorporated in this
new addition a library, second to none in New Hampshire. This
will enable us to carry out our plans for becoming a library-
centered school. Other advantages of the new addition are a
lecture room with a capacity of 100 pupils to carry out our plans
for large-group instruction and team teaching; a 600 seat Cafe-
toriimi for lunch purposes, dramatics, and for all large gather-
ings, leaving our gymnasium free for its intended purpose; a
small lecture room for demonstration purposes, well-equipped
suites of rooms for all disciplines, and weU-designed and func-
tional rooms for Administration and Gudiance. All of this, plus
a beautifully landscaped exterior, give Milford a secondary
school of which we can be exceptionally proud.
This year we have twenty-six new teachers on our stafiE. Some
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are replacing teachers that have moved on to other schools,
and some are to meet our increased enrollment.
Enrollment growth in our schools has been very rapid. To
illustrate tliis point, in 1957 Milford graduated 48 pupils.
Ten years later in 1967, we have a staff of fifty-nine, and
the senior class has 150 members. Our new school was planned
to reach an enrollment of 1200 pupils over a ten year period.
Several of our new teachers have prior teaching experience
in other school systems. Some of our new teachers are in their
first year of teaching. We feel very fortunate in the staff we
have acquired for this year. They are performing at a very com-
mendable level. It is most unusual to have so many new teach-
ers, and have them all get off to a good start. Our anticipated
enrollment for the next school year is such that we must again
ask for additional teachers. This is necessary if we are to con-
tinue with our excellent program.
In the area of curriculum, there has been, and will continue
to be, much activity. Some of our courses are undergoing an
internal change to keep them abreast of the best current knowl-
edge. Changes are very rapid today, and we must strive to
keep up with what is current so our boys and girls vidll be pre-
pared to meet the world in which they will live. The various
departments within the school are meeting weekly to discuss
better methods for teaching what must be taught. They work
together to effect changes that have to be made. The spirit
of cooperation on the part of teachers has been excellent. With-
out it, we could not do the task cut out for us.
Some new courses of study have been started to meet the
needs of our pupils. One of these courses is the new Food Serv-
ices program. This course is a vocational course, designed to
meet the needs of youngsters who would hke to work or go
on to further study in the culinary arts field. Another new
course is entitled "Vocational Mechanical Drawing." This
course is designed to help those boys or girls that would like to
enter the field of Drafting. Both of these courses are two year
courses.
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At the present time, we are studying changes in our Social
Studies curriculum. We feel that the oflFerings in this area are
much too limited. We would like to provide the opportunity for
some in-depth study in the field of Social Studies. The English
department is examining the new field of linguistics. Through
the efforts of the Union 40, Curriculum Council during the sec-
ond semester of this school year, our English teachers and dis-
trict Elementary teachers are able to take an orientation course
in the field of linguistics. In the field of Mathematics, our Math
department is studying the possibility of implementing a course
entitled Math I. This course will be followed by a course en-
titled Math II. These courses would replace the present Gen-
eral Math course. It would permit a youngster in a two year
period, working at a much slower rate than at the present time,
to have the equivalent of one year of Algebra, as well as much
of the material that is now covered in the General Math course.
A course of this type would meet the needs of several of our
youngsters who progress at a rather slow rate. There is also
discussion in the area of Computer Mathematics.
It is well that we have a Study Committee working on fu-
ture plans for housing the pupils of the Milford area. A look at
projected figures gives one considerable food for thought. Keep-
ing in mind that the Area school is designed to house 1200 pu-
pils at 90% utiHzation, I submit the following projection:




















If by chance, we have, as we did this year, the 50 new and
unknown pupils, we would be at capacity next year.
Once again, the number of pupils going on to post-secondary
schools increased from last years 57% to a new high 65%.
30% of these went on to four year colleges, and another 35%
went on to Junior Colleges, and other types of educational en-
deavors. All of our vocationally trained pupils found employ-
ment or went into the various services. We expect that with
our increased Vocational-Training programs, we will have many
more trained workers for the labor market in future years.
On behalf of the Administration, faculty and pupils, we want
to thank you, the citizens of Milford and Amherst, for your
continued interest in providing quality education for the youth
of the area. We want to thank the school personnel, local or-
ganizations and individuals for the many services and kindnesses






Doris M. Rebidue, Principal
The Milford Elementary School opened in September with
an enrollment of 725 youngsters and to date it has reached a
total of 748 pupils. New teachers employed this year are Mrs.
Catherine Currier, Mrs. Eloise Carleton, Mrs. Trudy Patnode,
Mrs. Janet Kovner, Mrs. Linda O'Connor, Mrs. Jane Leavitt,
Mrs. Lillian Maynard, Miss Barbara Brazier, and Mr. Larry
Payne. One new position was created in the second year be-
cause of the very large class. The other new teachers replaced
Mrs. Margaret Rapp, Miss Beatrice Miller, Mrs. Cynthia Baer,
Miss Muriel Young, Mrs. Nancy D'Amato, Mr. Neil Macierowski,
Miss Ann Jackson, and Mrs. Helen Foot.
Elementary Classes have expanded into the old Junior High
School Annex. One third year class, formerly housed at the
Garden Street School, occupies one class room and the Special
class, formerly housed in Amherst and taught by Miss Joan
Buckley, occupies a second class room. The home economics
room is used as an art room two days a week and for an all
purpose room the remainder of the week. The fourth room is
a combination library and music room. This is in almost constant
use for private and group lessons as well as for orchestra and
band practice.
We have the services of an elementary guidance counselor
employed by Supervisory Union No. 40. Guidance is a means
of helping youngsters solve emotional, social, physical, and schol-
astic problems. At the present time, the guidance program in-
cludes conferences with parents and with pupils, making
recommendations for pupil placement, administering individual
tests, and organizing the overall elementary testing program.
The most important educational goal for each pupil should
be to progress at his own rate according to his own potential.
We know that the stage of development reached by each child
in his search for maturity and education varies with each indi-
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vidual. A program must be planned which meets his needs
and allows him to achieve according to his own growth. We
must also constantly strive to overcome one of the most serious
problems in education today — that of the pupil who works
below his ability.
We attempt to meet individual needs by grouping pupils
according to achievement. By grouping, we try to place pupils
at the level of learning where he can be challenged to work to
his optimum and to avoid the frustrations that often inhibit
learning. We are, however, in need of more teachers and class-
rooms in order to reach our desired educational goals.
We on occasions hear parents express feelings of disappoint-
ment because their youngster is in one of the basic groups. I
wish to re-emphasize that many pupils are slow starters but they
have good potentials and eventually they will find their field
of interest and become as successful as pupils who at this stage
of learning are working in the faster moving groups.
The curriculum is constantly undergoing close scrutiny and
revisions are made when necessary for developing better edu-
cational advantages. There has been no major curriculum change
this year but the science program has been improved so that
we have a spiral development of concepts from grade one
through grade six.
The total Language Arts program is being studied by the
curriculum council. The Linguistic approach for teaching Eng-
lish is to be carefully studied by the staff to determine what
program we should adopt in order to improve and coordinate
the program from grade one through grade twelve.
The cost of education is great and our demands increase
each year but education is no longer a luxury; it is an economic
necessity and the highly educated person has become the single
most important capital resource in our great society.
In closing, I wish to take this opportunity to thank the Mil-
ford School Board, Mr. John Murphy, Mr. Edward Lawton, the
school teaching staff, custodians, school lunch workers, and all
citizens who have in any way contributed to promote better
education for our Milford youth.
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OUR TEACHERS
MILFORD AREA JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Name Exp. Assign. College Degree Salary
Corson, George 29 Prin. Keene State B.A. $9,500
Buck, Chester 12 Curr. Dir. Keene State B.A. 9,000
Desmarais, Donald 9 Vice Prin. Fitchburg State M.A. 7,000
Abbot, Susan 3 Eng. Keene State B.E. 5,100
Backus, Ann 1 Bio. Univ. of Michigan M.A. 5,200
BodweU, Phyllis 13 Home Ec. Keene State B.E. 6,300
Berthold, Gertrude 1 Lib. Fitchburg State B.S. 5,000
Boynton, Howard 1 Eng. Keene State B.E. 5,000
Brooks. Mary 6 Eng. St. Joseph's College B.A. 5,400
Byrne, Sally 16 Eng. (oh) Middlebury M.A. 6,650
Camp, Raymond 36 Shop Keene State B.E. 6,600
Chase, Judith 11 Lat.-Fr. Tufts M.A. 6,600
Christian, Gene 6 Sci. (ch) Univ. of New Hampshire M.S. 6,000
Clarke, Helen 25 Read, (ch) Keene State B.E. 6,450
Cook, Janice 14 Phys. Ed. Univ. of New Hampshire B.S. 6,300
Daly, John 1 Soc. St. North Adams State B.S. 5,000
Dion, Joan 3 Eng. Keene State B.E. 5,100
Elias, Richard 1 Soc. St. N.Y.U. School of Ed. M.A. 5,200
Facques, Maurice 4 Soc. St. St. Michaels B.A. 5,200
Farhm, Edwin 2 Math Keene State B.E. 5,000
Fearon, Russell 8 Bus. Ed. Plymouth B.E. 5,800
Fike, Carl 1 Art Dartmouth B.A. 5.000
Greenland, Alvan 8 Soc. St. N.Y.U. M.A. 6,000
Haggerty, WilUam 1 Soc. St. Keene State B.E. 5,000
Hardwick, Rollins 7 Phys. Ed. Keene State B.E. 5,600
Hodgen, David 1 Science Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,000
Hoyt, Alden 11 Eng. Keene State B.E. 6,150
Humphrey, Howard 1 Mech. Dr. Univ. of New Hampshire 5,200
Kanterovich, Phyllis 12 Math (ch) Rivier M.E. 6,650
Karakostas, John 9 Soc. St. Rivier M.A. 6,200
Kamacewicz, Michael 11 Guidance Rivier M.E. 6,650
Kelley, Francis 8 Math Boston University M.A. 6,000
Kerr, Dennis 1 Math Sci. Keene State B.S. 5,000
Kertesz, Laszlo 22 Music Hung. Conser. of Music B.A. 3,870
KolUas, George 2 Soc. St. Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,000
Kottmyer, Mary 1 Science Univ. of Massachusetts B.S. 5,000
LaBreck, Judith 2 Math Keene State B.E. 5,000
Lary, William 11 Science Dartmouth B.A. 6,150
McGhee, Joan 3 French Colby College B.A. 5,100
Magoon, Margaret 2 Phys. Ed. Univ. of New Hampshire B.S. 5,000
Moore, Richard 9 Guid. Dir. Boston University M.A. 6,650
Morrill, Robert 9 Shop Keene State 6,300
Morrow, Marsha Science Cabrini College B.S. 5,000
Olausen, Hans 11 Shop Keene State B.E. 6,600
Patnode, Dennis Phys. Ed. Plymouth B.E. 5,000
Podulke, Stephanie Eng. Univ. of Minn. B.S. 5,000
Prince, Peter French Rivier B.S. 5,000
Sceama, Diarme Bus. Ed. Salem State B.S. 5,000
Richardson, Lucy 9 Sp. Univ. of New Hampshire B.S. 7,100
Siegel, Harry 1 Guidance Northeastern M.Ed. 5,200
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Name Exp. Assign. College Degree Salary
Siegel, Marion 2 Math C.C.N.Y. B.A. 5,000
Soudrol, Helen 1 Lib. Aid 1,000
Stewart, Betty 1 Food Service 2,500
Temple, John 1 Eng. Univ. of Massachusetts B.A. 5,200
Tonella, Hazel 28 Soc. St. Boston University B.S. 6,300
Vanausdall, Barbara 4 Eng. Gordon College B.A. 5,200
Warren, Betsy 1 Home Ec. Keene State B.E. 5,000
Wheeler, Carl 4 Science Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,200
Wheeler, Emma 11 Math Plymouth B.E. 6,300
Wood, Nancy 5 Eng. Plymouth B.E. 5,200
Yeaw, Frank 14 Music Univ. of Massachusetts M.S. 6,650
Young, Marion 15 Bus. Ed. Salem State B.E. 6,000
SECRETARIES












JACQUES SCHOOL - 1966-1967
Name Exp. Assign. College JDegree Salary
Bays, Margaret 5 Grade 5 Keene State B.S. 5,200
Brazier, Barbara 1 Grade 5 Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,000
Buckley, Joan 6 Sp. 1-6 Bridgewater State 5,000
Consigli, Violet 21 Grade 1 Keene State 6,300
Fisher, Marion 18 Grade 4 Keene State M.E. 6,650
Keysar, Charlotte 34 Grade 4 Plymouth 6,000
Leavitt, Jane 1 Grade 4 Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,000
Maynard, Lillian 12 Grade 5 Univ. of New Hampshire B.S. 6,300
McGettigan, Mary 43 Grade 5 Keene Normal B.E. 6,300
Payne, Larry 1 Grade 6 Fitchburg B.S. 5,000
Rowell, Doris 25 Art Mass. College of Art B.S. 2,600
Stinson, Fay 17 Grade 6 Johnson Normal 6,300
Thane, Kathryn 18 Grade 6 Perry Normal 6,300
Tiemey, David 10 Grade 6 Keene State B.E. 6,000
Wheeler, Elsie 35 Music Keene Normal 3,700
Richelli, Lena T.A. 2,670
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OUR TEACHERS
GARDEN STREET SCHOOL - 1966-1967
Name Exp. Assign.
Rebidue, Doris 26 Prin.
Barnes, Emma 48 Grade
Brown, Barbara 2 Grade
Carleton, Eloise 5 Grade
Currier, Catherine 4 Grade
Galloway, Nellie 10 Grade
Hood, Lyle 38 Grade
Infanti, Louise 14 Grade
Joslin, FauUne 27 Grade
Kovner, Janet 1 Grade
Miller, Beatrice 38 Reading
O'Connor, Linda 1 Grade 3
Patnode, Gertrude 3 Grade 2
Phillips, Jenness 26 Grade 3
Pickering, Louise 21 Grade 1
Rossenhaug, Olga T.A.
Ashworth, Wilbur 2 Speech
College Degree Salary
Keene State M.E. 8,700
Plymouth State 6,300
Keene State B.E. 5,000
Keene State B.E. 5,200
Univ. of New Hampshire B.A. 5,200
Keene Normal 5,800
Plymouth State B.E. 6,300






Keene State M.E. 6,650
Plymouth Normal 6,300
3,100

































GENERAL STATISTICS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1965-66
Number of pupils registered during year: 1762
Boys 915; Girls 847
Enrollment by Grades:
1-147; 11-126; IIM27; IV-130; V-125; VI-119;
VII-141; VIII-200; IX-194; X-153; XI-161;
XII-138; P.G.-l 1762
Average membership in High School (10-12) 426.8
Uercent of attendance in High School[ (10-12) 92.7
Average membership in Junior High School (7-8) 325.6
Percent of attendance in Junior High School (7-8) 95.0
Average membership in Junior High School (9) 185.8
Percent of attendance in Junior High School (9) 93.8
Average membership in Grades 1-6 724.5
Percent of attendance in Grades 1-6 94.2
Number of sessions in schools 360
Teaching positions:
Elementary 23














































































































9 108 51 57 106 L 1
10 126 64 62 125 1
11 109 60 49 108 1
12 113 55 58 112 1
13 121 72 49 120 1
14 108 58 50 104 1 2 1
15 107 54 53 103 3 1
16 103 54 49 89 4 3 1 6
17 111 57 54 76 L 3 2 8 21
18 69 42 27 43 4 1 1 20
Total 2076 1085 991 1392 2 13 12 9 15 41
































































































































For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
Total Receipts from All Sources $2,011,740 01
Cash Balance, June 30, 1965 - General Fund 20,184 10
Cash Balance, June 30, 1965 - Library Fund 3,486 32
Total Receipts and Cash Balance $2,035,410 43
Total Payments 1,412,982 00
Cash Balance June 30, 1966 $ 622,428 43
General Fund $ 17,986 04
Building and Library Fund 604,442 39
$ 622,428 43
Revenue from State Sources
Building Aid $20,872 69
Foundation Aid 13,988 40
Intellectually Retarded 1,017 84
Sweepstakes 25,272 45
$ 61,151 38
Revenue from Federal Sources
NDEA Title III $ 2,930 03
Title V 800 00
Vocational Education 113,930 57
School Lunch and Special Milk 12,986 76
Pubhc Law 89.10 10,709 24
Other Revenue 7,423 00
148,779 60
Other Revenue 1,373 24
Local Taxation
Current Appropriation 551,787 08
Tuition 157,667 42
Bonds and Notes
Principal of Bonds $1,000,000 00
Principal of Notes 74,000 00
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Receipts
Preniiiiins and Interest 16,981 29
1,090,981 29
$2,011,740 01
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1965 - General Fund 20,184 10
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1965 - Library Fund 3,486 32
GRAND TOTAL NET RECEIPTS $2,035,410 43
Payments
100 Series Administration
110 Salaries for District OfiBcers $650 00
135 Contracted Services 200 00
190 Other Expenses of Administration 437 32
$ 1,287 32
200 Series Instruction
210 Salaries for Instruction $467,451 89
215 Textbooks 7,915 16
220 Library & Audio Visual 4,565 98
230 Teaching Supplies 17,351 24
235 Contracted Services 864 33
290 Other Expenses 2,598 08
500,746 68
300 Series Attendance Services 150 00
400 Series Health Services 4,907 22
535 Series Transportation 13,620 00
600 Series Operation of Plant
610 Salaries $31,907 00
630 Supplies, Except Utilities 4,643 07
640 Heat for Buildings 10,256 87
645 Utihties Except Heat 12,488 43
59,295 37
700 Series Maintenance of Plant
725 Replacement of Equipment $ 927 39
735 Contracted Services 6,000 97













975 Series Federal Lunch Program (IN-OUT)
1000 Series Student-Body Activities




1300 Series Debt Service
1370 Principal of Debt
1371 Interest on Debt
1390 Other Debt Service
1400 Series Outgoing Transfer Accounts
1477.1 Tuition
1477.3 District Share of Supervisory
Union Expense
1477.9 Other In-State Expenditure
1700 Summer School




























Cash on Hand June 30, 1966 (General Fund) $ 17,986 04
Cash on Hand June 30, 1966 (Building & Library Fund) 604,442 39
Accounts Due to District
From State Retarded Children 922 70
From Federal - Title I 89-10 5,299 63
Net Debt (Excess of Liabihties over Assets) 1,647,371 83
$2,276,022 59
Liabilities
Cash on Hand June 30, 1966 (Bldg. & Library Fund) $ 604,442 39
Accounts Owed by District
Repairs to Junior High Boiler 1,000 00
Headstart Balance Due U.S.G. 1,280 57
Title I 89-10 5,299 63
Notes and Bonds Outstanding 1,664,000 00
GRAND TOTAL $2,276,022 59







(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966)
MAURICE G. JEWETT, Treasurer
In Account with the School District of Milford
Balance as per last report $ 20,184 10
Board of Selectmen:
Appropriation 551,787 08
State Funds 61,151 38
Federal Funds 36,158 02
Received from Tuitions 158,193 28
Other Sources 2,518 62
TOTAL $809,808 38
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $829,992 48
Less School Board Orders Paid 812,006 44
Balance on Hand, June 30, 1966 $ 17,986 04
Auditors^ Certificate
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
and bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer
of the school district of Milford, New Hampshire of which the above
is a true siunmary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966 and find







NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1966
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,000,304 05
Revenues and Credits
Unencumbered Balance $ 16,628 17
Sweepstakes 17,586 58
Foundation Aid 10,605 86
School Building Aid 36,434 36
Intellectually Retarded 700 00
NDEA - Title III, Science, Math & Language 3,000 00
NDEA-Title V, Guidance and Testing 1,950 00
Vocational Education 2,000 00
School Lunch and Special Milk Program 12,000 00
PL 89-10 (ESEA) 16,500 00
Tuition 190,000 00
Other Revenue from Local Sources
AREA Building Rental 30,000 00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 337,404 97
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY 1966
PROPERTY TAXES 662,899 08
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,000,304 05
Insurance Coverage
Blanket coverage on all school buildings
and contents $1,482,000 00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is complete and correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance
with Section 24 of Chapter 71 of the Revised Statutes Annotated,





JOHN A. MURPHY, JR., Superintendent
Julyl, 1966
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Milford School Lunch Program
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
BEGINNING BALANCE - July 1, 1965 $ 2,186 84
RECEIPTS
Lunch Sales - Children $36,271 18
Lunch Sales -Adults 1,911 68
Reimbursement 11,683 71
Miscellaneous Cash 5,111 60
TOTAL RECEIPTS 54,978 17





All Other Expenditures 1,843 41
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 54,979 92
BALANCE - June 30, 1966 $ 2,185 09
OTHER PROGRAM RESOURCES
USDA COMMODITIES RECEIVED
(Wholesale Value) $ 7,417.18
BALANCE SHEET
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1966
ASSETS
Cash in Bank $2,185 09
Accounts Receivable
<
Reimbiursement due Program 2,235 00
Food Inventory — June 30 2,206 29
Supplies Inventory — June 30 152 80
TOTAL ASSETS $6,779 18
LIABILITIES




TOTAL LIABILITIES AND WORKING CAl $6,779 18
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Report of School Lunch Supervisor
In submitting my report for 1966, I notice that we seem to
continue to be on the increase side. The total number of meals
served to students in all schools was 137,059 an increase of
10,298. Half pints of milk purchased, 307,610 an increase of
10,000. Meals served to adults 10,457 an increase of 2,338 and
1,529 free meals were served by the program.
We now have two serving periods at the Garden Street
School, two at the Jacques. At the Garden Street School we
now have dishwashing facilities which are a great improvement.
We also have a nice kitchen area to serve from, giving more
room in the dining room. Mrs. Gauthier and Mrs. Shepard
supervise the serving of lunch at the Garden Street School.
This year Mrs. Alice Smith is managing the Jacques kitchen
and supervises the cooking for Garden Street and the Jacques
schools. She is assisted by Mrs. Vivian Home and Mrs. Gauthier,
also Mrs. Amelia Browm, and Mrs. Josephine Wright come in
part time and are doing an excellent job.
Since the Area School did not open imtil December, we
were in the process of getting organized during the month of
November. Meals were served in the new kitchen to the special
class and their teachers in charge. We have now become pretty
well settled and have very fine facilities with our new walk-in
refrigerator and freezer and ample storage space. We are making
good use of our new steam kettles and ovens; Also, our fine
Baker's Ovens. It is really a pleasure to see the results.
Mrs. Frieda Theroux is my assistant and the Co-Workers are:
Mrs. Thelma Raymond, Mrs. Esther Buxton, Mrs. Pauline Cas-
well and Mrs. Nancy Rogers. We have three servings at the
Area School, our nice serving area with hot tables to serve from
are very convenient, the Cafetorium is a lovely place for the
students to eat. We have two ladies to run the cash registers:
Mrs. Betty Heater and Mrs. Cynthia Byrd. We are very fortu-
nate to have Mr. Earl Randall in charge of our Dishwashing
room and machine. Mr. Arthur Henderson has been a great
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help to us as custodian and I feel we have a pretty smooth or-
ganization.
At this time, I would hke to thank Superintendent John
Murphy, Principals—Mrs. Doris Rebidue, Mr. George Corson,
and Mr. Donald Demarais, assistant principal. Their help and
cooperation are greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Jane Tostevin Supervisor
Milford School Library
(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966)
MAURICE G. JEWETT, Treasurer
In Account with the School District of Milford Library Fund
Cash on Hand - July 1, 1965 $ 146 76
Revenue from Federal Sources $ 203 67
Other Sources 1,026 01
TOTAL 1,229 68
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $1,376 44
Less School Board Orders Paid 1,133 93
Balance on hand - June 30, 1966 $ 242 51
Milford School Building Fund
(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966)
Balance on Hand - June 30, 1965 $ 3,339 56
Received:
State of N. H. grant under Voc. Ed. Act of 1963 112,417 91
3.3% Bond issue plus premium and interest
to date of delivery 682,515 32
3.2% State guaranteed bond issue plus premium
and interest to date of delivery 322,103 47
Notes at 2.75% for purchase of Laurila land 40,000 00
Notes at 3.5% for site development 34,000 00
Interest from investments in Cert, of Deposit 12,362 50
Total $1,206,738 76
Less School Board Orders Paid 602,538 88
Balance on Hand - June 30, 1966 $ 604,199 88
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Miljord High School Athletic Association
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
1965 - 1966
Balance on liand July 1, 1965 $ 236 20
Receipts:
N.H.I.A.A. tournament reimbursement 1965 $ 89 40
Soccer Tournament game at Milford 4 95
California Cuties (for scholarship) 317 75
O'Connor fund* earnings
Mass. Investors Trust $545 86
Fidelity Fund, Inc. 595 19
New England Fund 546 87
Incorporated Investors 351 00
American Tel. and Tel. 751 56
- 2,790 48





1964-1965 $ 22 35
Dues N.H.I.A.A. 180 00
Avi^ards (boys and girls) 187 28
Safe Deposit Box 6 00
$ 395 63
Soccer 511 80





Cross Country 24 32
Ski Team 6 48
Girls' Interscholastic Sports 444 49
Scholarship Savings Account 317 75
$4,622 76
Balance on hand July 1, 1966 $ 133 56
DONALD R. BOURKE, Treasurer
* This fund was established in 1951 by tlie will of Patrick J.
O'Connor, a Milford High School graduate, and an ardent supporter
of athletics.
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REPORT OF HEALTH SUPERVISION 1965-66
Alexandre Law, M.D., Examiner
Mrs. Marion GangloflF, R.N., School Nurse
The total number of children examined 589
Tuberculosis Tests 543
Chest X-rays 10
The following defects, treatments and corrections were reported:
Pupils Receiving
Defects Treatment
Defective Ears 3 3












Pre-School - May 1966: 106
Number of home visits by School Nurse: 495
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Synopsis of School Meeting
March 5, 1966
The annual Milford School District meeting was held at the
Senior High School Auditorium on March 5, 1966 at 7:00 P. M.
Moderator George B. Higgins opened tlie meeting with the
reading of the warrant. Reverend Charles Gaines oflFered the invo-
cation. A moment of silent prayed was asked for the memory of
two of our teachers, Miss Catherine Gogan and Miss Mabel Connolly,
who passed away tliis past year. Miss Gogan, who for 38 years of
teaching, taught in Milford for 36 years and Miss Connolly was
teacher consultant for the past 12 years. Boy Scouts Ray Brown,
Peter Brown and David Boynton led in the salute to the flag. The
moderator used the gavel presented to him by the President of the
Institute of Banking.
General instructions were made: to speak, a motion must be
made from a seat; if unheard by all, speaker must come to the
microphone by the stage.
Voting will take place on Tuesday along with the Town Meet-
ing voting.
Mr. John Murphy, the new Superintendent, attending his first
meeting here, was introduced, and was given the privilege of
"voicing" at this meeting.
Town reports being limited, everyone was asked to bring his
report to the Town Meeting also.
Mr. Robert Davis, School Committeeman, gave the report on
the AREA school which was accepted,
Article 1: To determine and appoint the salaries of School
Board and Truant Officier and to fix the compensation for any other
ofiicers or agents of the district.
Richard D'Amato moved that an increase in salary be given to
each School Board member in the amout of $600.00, making a total
of $1250.00 increase. The Budget committee had no comment to
make on the motion and Chairman Ferguson rejected the motion
stating that the Board felt that this money could be used elsewhere
in the Budget. The Board meets at least once a week during the
year putting in many hours. The amendment was not passed and
it was moved "to pass over this article and consider it with Article
No. 5."
Article 2: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
or officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Passed.
Article 3: To choose agents, auditors, and committees in re-
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lation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
Passed.
Article 4: To see if the district will vote to authorize the
School Board to make application for and accept on behalf of the
district any or all grants or other funds for educational purposes
which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or the State of New Hampshire or from any other source.
Passed.
Article 5: To see what sum of money the district will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of the schools, for the payment
of the statutory obligations of the dsitrict.
Motion — Moved the district raise and appropriate the sum of
$967,600.52 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries
for school district officials and agents, and for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the district as follows:
100 Series Administration
110 Salaries for District Officers $ 650.00
135 Contracted Services 900.00
190 Other Expenses of Administration 1,310.00




220 Library and Audio-Visual 18,600.00
235 Contracted Services 6,250.00
290 Other Instruction Expenses 3,066.00
200 Series Total 567,834.00
300 Series Attendance 150.00
400 Series Health Service 5,140.00
500 Series Transportation 19,336.00
600 Series Operation of Plant
610 Salaries $35,550.00
630 Supplies 5,000.00
635 Contracted Services 1,800.00
640 Heat 19,900.00
645 Utihties 14,730.00
600 Series Total 76,980.00
700 Series Maintenance of Plant 9,515.00
800 Series Fixed Charges
850 Retirement and Social Security $44,046.33
855 Insurance 8,000.00
800 Series Total 52,046.33
900 Series Federal Lunch 12,000.00
1000 Series Student Body Activities 3,500.00
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1200 Series Capital Outlay
1267 Equipment 4,730.00




1300 Series Total 174,069.00
1400 Series Outgoing Transfer Accounts
1477.1 Tuition-In State $ 467.00
1477.3 Supervisory Union Share 19,671.19
1400 Series total 20,138.19
1500 Series Special Class 19,302.00
GRAND TOTAL $967,600.52
Article 6: To see if the district will vote to authorize the
School Board to rent the present Milford Junior High School to the
Tyngsboro, Massachusetts School District and to expend the rental
as follows:
a. For the improvement and maintenance of the existing facilities.
b. For additional equipment needed in the Senior High School.
c. To invest all excess revenue from this rental in a capital
reserve fund for the future improvement and repairs to the existing
junior high school plant.
Motion was made by Mr. Ferguson, Chairman, "I move the
district authorize the School Board to rent the present junior high
school facilities to the district of Tyngsboro, Massachusetts and to
expend the rental for the improvement and maintenance of the exist-
ing facilities for the purchase of equipment and to invest all excess
revenue in a Capital Reserve Fund for future improvement and
repairs to the existing building." Motion passed.
Article 7: To see if the district wall vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $8,500 for the purpose of converting the present
junior high school heating system to oil and to make necessary
repairs to the boiler.
Chairman moved and was seconded, "Since this item was acted
upon under Article 6, I move we pass over this article."
Motion passed.
Article 8: To see if the district wdll vote to authorize the
School Board to expend for the Area School building project up to,
and including $30,000 of unanticipated receipts from sources such
as legacies, gifts, and interest.
Motion passed.
Article 9: To see if the district will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $15,000 for the purpose of site development at
the Milford Area School.
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Motion, "Thpt the sum of $34,000 be appropriated for site de-
velopment at the AREA Junior-Senior High School; that in order
to raise this amount, the School Board is authorized to issue that
amount of bonds or notes of the District under the Municipal Finance
Act which represents the District's proportionate share of the fore-
going appropriation as determined by the State Board of Education;
that the School Board is authorized to execute in the name of the
District all necessary instruments to procure such loan; ifhat the
School Board is authorized to take all necessary action in order to
carry out the project; and that this vote permits the issue of $34,000
bonds or notes pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act and the pro-
visions of RSA 195-A and RSA 195-B as amended," as read by the
Chairman was passed. Trees and shrubbery are not included in the
above motion.
Much discussion was held on this subject, as to how many
fields are expected and this would include two fields, soft and soccer
ball. There is no soccer field now to the School Board's knowledge.
The hot top will be applied with foundation work specifications. It
is estimated that $8,000 will be spent on grading, $16,000 on fill
and $10,000 on paving. Amherst will be paying approximately
$8,000. These figures have been given by architects and not bidders.
If bids are higher than proposed motion, something will have to be
left out. It is believed that State Aid will help, if work is done in
a short time.
Article 10: To see if the district will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3,050 to establish a Driver Education course at the
Milford Area School.
Discussion was taken on this subject, with the Chairman read-
ing the State requirements concerning Driver Training in obtaining
licenses, etc. After a standing vote, the motion lost 157 to 137.
Article 11: To see if the district will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $8,275 for the purpose of site development at the
Garden Street School.
Fidele Bernasconi motioned to have the Article amended to
read $3,800 for asphalt work at the front of the building only, but
the amendment was lost and the original motion of $8,275 passed.
Article 12: To see if tlie district will vote to raise and appro-
ate the sum of $2,000 for the purpose of site development at the
Jacques School.
Motion was lost.
Article 13: To see if the district will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $7,500 for said purpose of instituting inter-
scholastic football at the Milford Area School. (By petition).
Luke Bowen gave a report on inter-scholastic football. Nick
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Calvetti and many others were very much in favor and commented
on tlie advantages of such a sport area. Motion was lost.
Article 14: To see if tlie district will vote to accept the pro-
visions of Public Law 89-10 designed to improve educational oppor-
tunities witli particular reference to children of low income families
and to appropriate such funds as may be made available to the
district under said federal act for such particular projects as may
be detennined by the School Board. Further, to see if the district
will authorize the School Board to make application for such funds
and to expend the same for such projects as it may designate for
the 1965-66 school year.
Motion — Moved the district accept tlie provisions of Title I PL
89-10 and authorize the School Board to make application for and
expend the sum of $16,012 in the 1965-66 school year for such
projects as it may designate and further move to authorize the
School Board to apply for and expend an additional $16,500 of
PL 89-10 funds in the 1966-67 school year. Motion passed.
Motion was passed to have the entire School District's personnel
salaries printed in the Town Report. Chairman Ferguson stated that
the "Board feels that they should be printed in the next School Re-
port."
Before adjournment of the meeting. Chairman Ferguson read
the following: "I move that: Whereas this is the last year of teach-
ing for a devoted teacher with 46 years of educating our younger
children most capably, and whereas, Mr. Maurice Jewett has not
declared for re-election for the position of School Treasurer, which
position he has filled most capably for time immemorial; therefore,
be it moved, by unanimous standing vote of applause, that we
adjourn this meeting to meet at the same place on March 11, 1967
at 7 P. M. and we adjourn in thanks and gratitude for long and
devoted services of Miss Muriel Young and Mr. Maurice Jewett."
Meeting recessed at 12:00 P. M.
RECESSED SCHOOL MEETING - MARCH 8, 1966
At the recessed meeting of the Milford School District, the mo-
tion "That teachers and school employees' salaries be published in
the Town Report" was again taken up, due to an irregularity in voting
at last week's meeting. After some discussion on the subject, the
final decision was reached near midnight with the vote in the affirma-
tive, so that Teachers and Employees' salaries will be published in
the next Town Report.
This motion was presented by Mr. A. Hunter at the regular School
meeting.
Respectfully submitted, NELLIE D. PIPER, Clerk
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